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Preface

T
he book you have in your hands is the eighth in the Stop Faking It! series. 
The previous seven books have been well received, mainly because they 
stick to the principles outlined below. All across the country, teachers, 

parents, and home-schoolers are faced with helping other people understand 
subjects—science and math—that they don’t really understand themselves. When 
I speak of understanding, I’m not talking about what rules and formulas to ap-
ply when, but rather knowing the meaning behind all the rules, formulas, and 
procedures. I know that it is possible for science and math to make sense at a 
deep level—deep enough that you can teach it to others with confi dence and 
comfort.

Why do science and math have such a bad reputation as being so diffi cult? 
What makes them so diffi cult to understand? Well, my contention is that science 
and math are not diffi cult to understand. It’s just that from kindergarten through 
graduate school, we present the material way too fast and at too abstract a level. 
To truly understand science and math, you need time to wrap your mind around 
the concepts. However, very little science and math instruction allows that neces-
sary time. Unless you have the knack for understanding abstract ideas in a quick 
presentation, you can quickly fall behind as the material fl ies over your head. 
Unfortunately, the solution many people use to keep from falling behind is to 
memorize the material. Memorizing your way through the material is a sure-fi re 
way to feel uncomfortable when it comes time to teach the material to others. 
You have a diffi cult time answering questions that aren’t stated explicitly in the 
textbook, you feel inadequate, and let’s face it—it just isn’t any fun!

So, how do you go about understanding science and math? You could pick 
up a high school or college science textbook and do your best to plow through 
the ideas, but that can get discouraging quickly. You could plunk down a few 
bucks and take an introductory college course, but you might be smack in the 
middle of a too-much-material-too-fast situation. Chances are, also, that the 
undergraduate credit you would earn wouldn’t do the tiniest thing to help you 
on your teaching pay scale. Elementary and middle school textbooks generally 
include brief explanations of the concepts, but the emphasis is defi nitely on 
the word brief, and the number of errors in those explanations is higher than it 
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should be. Finally, you can pick up one or fi fty “resource” books that contain 
many cool classroom activities but also include too brief, sometimes incorrect, 
and vocabulary-laden explanations. 

Given the above situation, I decided to write a series of books that would 
solve many of these problems. Each book covers a relatively small area of science, 
and the presentation is slow, coherent, and hopefully funny in at least a few 
places. Typically, I spend a chapter or two covering material that might take up 
a paragraph or a page in a standard science book. My hope is that people will 
take it slow and digest, rather than memorize, the material. 

This eighth book in the series is an introduction to chemistry basics, and the order 
and fashion in which I present the concepts is most likely different from what you 
have seen in other chemistry books. I spend quite a bit of time on the structure of 
the atom and why we believe that atoms look a certain way. I believe that you can’t 
really understand chemical reactions without a thorough understanding of atomic 
structure. In addressing the structure of the atom, I include results from quantum 
mechanics. This might seem odd in a “basic” chemistry book. These results, however, 
are crucial to our understanding of the atom. Also, there are a number of simple 
ideas one can draw from quantum mechanics without getting into all sorts of messy 
math. So, no differential equations in this book! I am developing a follow-up chem-
istry book that goes into more depth in many areas of chemistry, so just for kicks I 
might toss in some of that messy math at that time.

There is an established method for helping people learn concepts, and that 
method is known as the Learning Cycle. Basically, it consists of having some-
one do a hands-on activity or two, or even just think about various questions 
or situations, followed by explanations based on those activities. By connecting 
new concepts to existing ideas, activities, or experiences, people tend to develop 
understanding (unlike with memorization). Each chapter in this book, then, 
is broken up into two kinds of sections. One kind of section is titled, “Things 
to do before you read the science stuff,” and the other is titled, “The science 
stuff.” If you actually do the things I ask prior to reading the science, I guar-
antee you’ll have a more satisfying experience and a better chance of grasping 
the material. Keep in mind that the activities in this book are designed to help 
with your understanding of chemistry. Although you might decide to use some 
of the activities with students, that’s not their main purpose.

It is important that you realize the book you have in your hands is not a textbook. It 
is, however, designed to help you “get “ science at a level you never thought possible, 
and also to bring you to the point where tackling more traditional science resources 
won’t be a terrifying, lump-in-your-throat, I-don’t-think-I’ll-survive experience. 

One more thing. I often get comments from teachers something like the 
following: “But I don’t teach quantum mechanics (or binary electric circuits, 

Preface  
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or calculus, or whatever) in middle or elementary school. Why should I learn 
the basics of these subjects?” Once again, it’s about comfort level. If you know 
more than you are required to teach, you have a better idea of how to approach 
classroom discussions and how to answer certain questions. In other words, you 
are in charge rather than the classroom materials being in charge.

Dedication
I dedicate this book to Norris Harms, who convinced me to quit working for 
other people and strike out on my own. It hasn’t been easy, but it’s been worth 
it. I also dedicate this book to Rob Warren, who taught me how to write directly 
and clearly and drop the scholarly sounding tone and fl owery language.

About the Author
As the author of NSTA Press’s Stop Faking It! series, Bill Robertson believes sci-
ence can be both accessible and fun—if it’s presented so that people can readily 
understand it. Robertson is a science education writer, reviews and edits sci-
ence materials, and frequently conducts inservice teacher workshops as well as 
seminars at NSTA conferences. He has also taught physics and developed K–12 
science curricula, teacher materials, and award-winning science kits. He earned 
a master’s degree in physics from the University of Illinois and a PhD in science 
education from the University of Colorado. 

About the Consultant
Michael Kralik received his PhD in chemistry from the University of Utah with 
post doctorate studies in chemistry, pharmacology, and toxicology. He has been 
faculty at the university and has conducted many faculty and staff development 
seminars. Kralik has established product development and manufacturing opera-
tions domestically and internationally, and has directed the development of hun-
dreds of products for major corporations in chemical, medical, pharmaceutical, and 
electronics industries. He has developed K–12 science curricula, teacher inservice 
workshops, and many award-winning educational toys, games, and science kits.

About the Illustrator
The recently-out-of-debt, soon-to-be-famous, humorous illustrator Brian Diskin 
grew up outside of Chicago. He graduated from Northern Illinois University 
with a degree in commercial illustration, after which he taught himself cartoon-
ing. His art has appeared in many books, including The Beerbellie Diet and How a 



Real Locomotive Works. You can also fi nd his art in newspapers, on greeting cards, 
on T-shirts, and on refrigerators. At any given time he can be found teaching 
watercolors and cartooning, and hopefully working on his ever-expanding series 
of Stop Faking It! books. You can view his work at www.briandiskin.com.
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About This Book

W
hat you have before you is a book intended to help you understand 
many of the concepts basic to the study of chemistry. This is not a 
chemistry textbook, and it takes an approach that differs from that of 

most of the books on chemistry you’ll fi nd. For starters, this is a view of chemistry 
from someone (me) who has primarily a physics background. This means that 
I will take a “ground up” approach to the subject, beginning with what atoms 
look like and why we believe that atoms look that way. This does not follow the 
historical development of modern chemistry, but it’s the approach that makes 
the most sense to me. I also will steer away from memorization whenever pos-
sible. I see no sense in memorizing the properties of various materials based on 
their position in the Periodic Table when you can rather get a clear picture of 
why materials do what they do based on an understanding of the mechanisms 
that underlie the patterns in the Periodic Table. 

There will be a second book on chemistry in the Stop Faking It! series, so don’t 
fret that there are a number of traditional concepts missing from this book. 
People might argue about what concepts are “basic” and therefore should be in 
this fi rst book, but I just have to chalk that up to a difference of opinion. 

I do make a few assumptions about what you already know before you pick up this 
book. For example, I assume you know that there are three states of matter—solids, 
liquids, and gases—and that you have a rough idea of the properties of each state of 
matter. I also assume you know that when you combine atoms together, the result 
is called a molecule. Other than that, I pretty much start from scratch. 

All that said, here are the major ideas I hope you can grasp by the time you 
fi nish this book:

l What an element is, both historically and presently

l Our current view of what is inside an atom, and what electrons are or aren’t 
doing inside an atom

l How energy is involved when physical systems, including atoms, are by 
themselves and how energy is involved when those systems get together



l The different ways, and different reasons, atoms bond with one another

l What we mean by a chemical equation, how to balance a chemical equa-
tion, and how we can get valuable information from a chemical equation. 
This includes why in the world someone would want to balance a chemical 
equation, other than to do another textbook chemistry problem. 

l What we mean by organic chemistry, why it is a special branch of chemistry, 
and how it affects our lives

Warning. This book is intended as a resource book for teachers and parents, 
and not necessarily a book of activities designed for the classroom. The use of 
certain chemicals in the classroom is highly regulated in many areas, and I do not 
recommend doing the activities in this book with students without checking on the 
regulations in your particular area.

xii National Science Teachers Association

About This Book



Safety Note

T
hough the activities in this volume don’t require anything more volatile 
than household vinegar, safety should always be in the forefront of the 
mind of every teacher. (This is not intended as a book of classroom activi-

ties, by the way. Rather, the activities are designed to enhance your understand-
ing of the subject before you get into the classroom.) Your individual school, 
or possibly the county school system of which your school is a part, likely has 
rules and procedures for classroom and laboratory safety. 

You can also fi nd specifi c guidelines for the safe storage, use, and disposal 
of thousands of types of chemical products in the Material Safety Data Sheets 
(MSDS). Start with http://www.ilpi.com/msds/#Internet. This site links to dozens 
of free searchable databases, including those of top American and European 
universities. 

NSTA has also published several award-winning titles covering the safety theme 
at all school levels. For the elementary level, there’s Exploring Safely: A Guide for 
Elementary Teachers and the Safety in the Elementary Science Classroom fl ipchart. 
Middle school-level offerings are Inquiring Safely: A Guide for Middle School Teach-
ers and the Safety in the Middle School Science Classroom fl ipchart. Finally, there’s 
Investigating Safely: A Guide for High School Teachers.

xiiiStop Faking It: Chemistry xiiiStop Faking It: Chemistry Basics
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How can you avoid searching hundreds of science websites to locate the best 
sources of information on a given topic? SciLinks, created and maintained by 
the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), has the answer.

In a SciLinked text, such as this one, you’ll fi nd a logo and keyword near a 
concept, a URL (www.scilinks.org), and a keyword code. Simply go to the SciLinks 
website, type in the code, and receive an annotated listing of as many as 15 web 
pages—all of which have gone through an extensive review process conducted by a 
team of science educators. SciLinks is your best source of pertinent, trustworthy 
internet links on subjects from astronomy to zoology.

Need more information? Take a tour—www.scilinks.org/tour
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Chapter  
1

Simple Models

A
s I said in “About This Book,” I’m not going to take the usual approach 
to the subject of chemistry. Because virtually all explanations of chemi-
cal reactions are based on our current model of atoms and molecules, I 

fi gure the fi rst thing to do is help you understand why we believe that atoms and 
molecules look and act the way they do. That’s not a trivial issue, because despite 
the impression you might have gotten from textbooks, no one has ever seen an 
atom in the sense that you can see this page in front of you. What we have are 
observations and experiments that lead us to formulate models of atoms. 

“Fire. Defi nitely ‘Fire’…”
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C h a p t e r  1
For starters, I’m going to have you experience a few chemical reactions and 

then present a model the early Greeks used to explain observations. That’ll get 
us in the mood for making up models to explain the world around us.

Things to do before you read the science stuff
In this section, you’ll need a few chemicals that you can get at the store—baking 
soda, vinegar, and Epsom salts. You’ll also need a couple of metal bottle caps 
with the plastic inner liner removed, a ruler, a pencil, tongs, wooden matches, a 
candle, and a lighter. Ready to play? Good. Now, before you do anything, prepare 
to observe carefully. Pretend that your life depends on how detailed your observa-
tions are. Okay, that’s too melodramatic, but observe carefully anyway, okay?

Pour a small amount of baking soda in a clear glass or plastic cup. With the 
cup sitting on a table, add maybe 40 milliliters (an ounce or two) of vinegar. 
Without disturbing the cup, describe what happens. What do you see and hear? 
Now light a candle and place it next to the cup. Carefully “pour” the contents of 
the cup onto the candle. “Pour” is in quotes because I don’t want you to pour 
out any of the liquid in the cup. Just 
use a pouring motion until something 
happens to the candle. See Figure 1.1.

For the next couple of activities, a 
double pan balance is nice to have. If 
you don’t have one, make one as follows. 
Get two bottle caps and use masking 
tape to secure them to opposite ends of 
a ruler. Then place the ruler on top of 
a pencil, with the pencil in the middle 
of the ruler, and adjust the positions of 
the bottle caps until this whole thing 
balances. See Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2

Figure 1.1
Pouring without 
really pouring.
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Place one wooden match on top of each bottle cap (or in each pan if you have 
an actual double pan balance) and check that your apparatus still balances. Strike 
a third match and light one of the matches sitting on the ruler on fi re. Make 
careful observations of the burning process. Which way is the fl ame directed? 
Does anything besides the fl ame seem to “leave” the match as it burns? What 
about after the one match completely burns? Does your apparatus stay in bal-
ance? If not, which way does it tip? (See Figure 1.3.)

Get another match and a small glass. Light the match and hold the 
glass, inverted, above the match, as shown in Figure 1.4. 

Before the match burns your fi ngers, blow it out. Then take a look 
at the inside of the glass. Rub your fi nger on the inside of the glass. 
Notice anything?

Clean out your bottle caps and get your balance in balance again. 
Pour a small pile of Epsom salts into each bottle cap, adjusting the 
amounts until your apparatus is in balance. If you’re using a regular 
pan balance, you still need to use bottle caps for this part. Simply 
place the Epsom salts into bottle caps and then place the bottle caps 
on the balance pans. No masking tape necessary unless you’re using 
a ruler for a balance. Check out Figure 1.5.

Next remove one of the bottle caps containing Epsom salts. Using tongs so 
you don’t burn your little fi ngers, hold the bottle cap over a fl ame (either a 

Figure 1.3

Figure 1.4

Figure 1.5
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candle or a lighter) for a few minutes. Notice any change in the appearance of 
the Epsom salts. Notice anything else while you’re heating things up?

After heating for a few 
minutes, let the bottle cap 
cool down a bit and then re-
place it on either your ruler 
or your double pan balance. 
Which way does the balance 
tip? What does that mean in 
terms of the relative weights 
of the two sides?

The science stuff
Before getting into explanations, see if your results agree with the following. 
As you do this, you no doubt will realize that, throughout this book, I’m go-
ing to be discussing what most likely happened in the “things to do” sections. 
Therefore, you can get through the book without ever doing a single activity 
other than reading. That, however, is not the best way to learn concepts. Actu-
ally experiencing things will give you a solid basis for understanding concepts, a 
better basis than you can get just by reading. Okay, end of lecture. Here’s what 
you probably observed.

l Vinegar has a distinctive smell. Baking soda doesn’t. When you combine 
the two, lots of fi zzing and bubbles result. If you put your hand or cheek 
just above all the fi zzing, you’ll notice that something seems to be moving 
upward, because liquid keeps spitting at you. 

l “Pouring” the baking soda and vinegar mix over the candle results in the 
fl ame being snuffed out. You can’t see anything actually pouring over 
the candle. 

l A burned match weighs less than an unburned match, as evidenced by the 
fact that your balance, be it ruler or actual pan balance, went down on the 
side of the unburned match. The fl ame of the match rises upward. 

l When you hold a burning match underneath a small glass, a mist of water 
forms on the inside of the glass. You can usually see this, but you can always 
feel it when you rub your fi nger on the inside of the glass.

l When you heat Epsom salts, they sizzle quite a bit. You can defi nitely see 
some sort of liquid form as you heat the salts, and they change appearance 
from crystalline to something that’s more of a powder. You should have 
found that Epsom salts lose weight when you heat them.

Figure 1.6
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Okay, time to explain your observations. As promised in the introduction to this 

chapter, we’ll use a model developed by a Greek philosopher, in particular one named 
Empedocles. His model was that all things in the universe consist of four elements: 
earth, water, air, and fi re. These elements are characterized by the following qualities: 
earth is cold and dry, water is cold and moist, air is hot and moist, and fi re is hot 
and dry. Empedocles went even further, assigning qualities such as love and hate to 
these elements, but we won’t go into that other than to say that love and hate are 
emotions often associated with chemistry and other sciences. 

According to Empedocles, each object or substance is some combination 
of the four elements. The elements themselves never exist in a pure form, al-
though they aspire to take 
their proper place in the 
universe. The proper place 
for earth is, well, at the 
Earth. Because water fl oats 
on earth, its proper place 
is above the Earth. Air rises 
higher than water, so air is 
above the water. Fire rises 
highest of all (flames go 
upward, right?), so it’s on 
top. Figure 1.7 shows how 
Empedocles might have 
viewed things.

You can explain lots of 
occurrences by assuming 
that things are composed of 
these elements. I’ll attempt 
to do that for the activities 
you did in the previous 
section. No guarantees that 
my explanations are what 
Greek philosophers would have provided, but they’re dead and can’t do any-
thing about it.1

1 Irreverence aside, I want to be clear that I am not a qualifi ed scientifi c historian. The explanations 
I’m going to provide are most assuredly not the ones Empedocles or other Greek philosophers 
would have provided (for one thing, mine are too simple), and of course there were many theories 
that competed with the one of earth, fi re, air, and water. My only purpose here is to show that 
seemingly primitive models can go a long way toward explaining observations, even in the hands of 
a rank amateur like me.

Figure 1.7

Earth Fire

Water Air
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So here goes my explanation of the activities assuming the Greek notion of there 

being four elements—earth, water, air, and fi re. Let’s start with baking soda and 
vinegar. The vinegar itself obviously has lots of water in it, but it must also contain 
air. If it didn’t contain air, then the smell from the vinegar wouldn’t be able to 
rise up to your nose. Keep in mind we’re talking about air as one of the four basic 
elements. If there isn’t any air or any fi re, then nothing rises up. When you mix 
the two, you get more evidence of “trapped air.” Those bubbles rise upward and 
release air. Most likely, the baking soda itself also contains the element air. The fact 
that you can “pour” an invisible substance out of the cup and extinguish a candle 
is a bit more diffi cult to explain, but not too hard. Clearly whatever is right above 
the mixture of baking soda and vinegar has air (because it’s invisible) and either 
a bit of earth or water, or both. We know there is either earth or water present, 
because otherwise this stuff would move upward just like all other things that 
have lots of air. There’s enough water and/or air, in fact, that this substance falls 
downward and extinguishes the candle. When the candle is extinguished, clearly 
that invisible falling substance has absorbed the fi re in the candle. 

Let’s move on to a burning match. An unlit match contains earth (obviously) 
and also contains fi re. You know it contains fi re because simply striking the 
match releases the fi re. The evidence that a match also contains water is in the 
formation of a fi ne mist of water on the inside of a glass held upside down over a 
burning match. Okay, why should a burned match weigh less than an unburned 
match? Well, you have released fi re and water from the match, so there’s less 
“stuff” in the match. Of course, it’s not quite that simple. Because fi re tends to 
move upward, you might expect the release of the “upward tendency” of the 
fi re would actually cause the match to weigh more. However, we can get around 
that by noticing that water would contribute to the match’s weight, so as long 
as you release more water than fi re, the match will weigh less.

I’m going to leave the explanation of the Epsom salts to you. I’m sure you 
can do as well as I can simply by considering the release of some of the four 
elements that make up the Epsom salts. I can add one thing, which is that the 
salts go from a bright, crystalline substance to a powdery substance. The early 
Greeks associated light with fi re, so as the crystals lose some of their luster, they 
are obviously losing fi re.

Time to move on to a different kind of simple model to explain 
observations. Another Greek philosopher by the name of Democritus 
was among the fi rst to come up with the theory of atoms—small, 
indivisible things that make up all matter. In Democritus’s view, and 
in the view of many scientists who also subscribed to the atomic 
theory into the eighteenth century, there are many kinds of atoms 
in the world. Elements are substances that are composed of only 
one kind of atom, and observations can be explained by the exchange 

Topic: Origin of 
 Elements

Go to: www.scilinks.org

Code: CB001
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of atoms among substances. Contrary to the theory of Empedocles, who thought 
that “pure” elements did not exist in the real world, Democritus tells us it is now 
possible to have pure elements that are composed of only one kind of atom. Like 
the theory of Empedocles, however, explanations amount to fi guring out how much 
of each element is contained in a substance, how much might be added, and how 
much might be subtracted. Let’s take the heating of Epsom salts as an example. 
The Epsom salts lose weight when you heat them. Obviously that means that you 
have fewer atoms after heating than before heating. The liquid that forms during 
heating obviously indicates the release of some kind of water-like atom that was 
trapped in the salts prior to heating. 

Although it might seem that the early atomic model of Democritus, being closer 
to what we believe today, is better than earth, air, fi re, and water, it’s actually not as 
good. At least with Empedocles’ model you could fi gure out the properties things 
might have based on how much of each of the four elements they contained. 
Small, indivisible atoms don’t even offer that much, especially if the known list 
of elements is rather small. Of course, the point of this chapter is not to convince 
you that early models were good ones. My main point is to illustrate, with a few 
examples, how people used models to try and explain real-world observations. We 
do the same thing today, even though our models are a bit more complicated.

More things to do before you read more science stuff
In order to introduce more complex models, I’m going to have you do a few 
more things. To start with, grab a balloon, blow it up, and tie it off. Then rub 
it on your hair and move it away from your hair. Unless you have a lot of gel or 
hairspray in your hair, or if you don’t have much hair, your hair should move 
toward the balloon as you pull it away. 

Get an empty aluminum can and place it on its side on a hard surface. Rub that 
balloon on your hair again and then slowly bring it near the can. What happens?

More science stuff
If you already know a bit about static electricity, you might have an explanation 
in hand for what you just observed. If you rely on Empedocles or Democritus 
for your explanation, though, you’re going to have diffi culty. Nothing in those 
models explains how one object can exert a force on another object without 
even touching it. You’d have to chalk it up to the infl uence of the gods, which 
of course would have worked just fi ne for the Greeks.

The kinds of interactions you observed have been known for a long time 
(since the eighteenth century), and they led to alterations of the model of the 
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atom. Scientists proposed that there were two kinds of charges in 
the world—positive and negative. Positive charges repel positive 
charges, negative charges repel negative charges, and positive and 
negative charges attract. In other words, like charges repel each 
other and unlike charges attract each other. Normal atoms have 
an equal number of positive and negative charges, so usually atoms 
don’t exert forces on one another. If you can somehow separate 
the charges, though, then you have either repulsive or attractive 

forces. If atoms are neutral, with equal numbers of positive and negative charges, 
then that explains why we don’t see dramatic electric forces between atoms as 
an everyday occurrence. A neat solution, but then you have to fi gure out how 
those positive and negative charges are distributed in the atom. That leads us 
to the next section.

Caution:  Do not use a “classroom demonstration” laser for the activity that 
follows. Anything stronger than a laser pen can be a danger to your eyes, and 
you should also be careful not to shine even a laser pen into anyone’s eyes.

Even more things to do before you read more science stuff
For this section, you have a couple of alternatives. If you happen to have a laser 
pen or pointer, then you need that, a couple of sheets of cardboard, tape, and a 
few objects that are made of, at least in part, a refl ective surface. A hand mirror 
will do, as will a watch with a glass front. If you don’t have a laser pen,2 you need 

Figure 1.8 objects

tape

cardboard

2 In case you don’t know, laser pens are relatively cheap, so you might want to go ahead and buy 
one. They’re lots of fun to play with, and they’re great for providing pets with exercise—just shine 
the pen on the fl oor or wall and watch as your pet chases the image all over the place. 
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a few marbles, the pieces of cardboard, the tape, and a few objects that are less 
breakable than a mirror or a watch.

In what follows, I’ll describe what to do if you have a laser pen. After that, 
I’ll explain how to adjust if you’re using marbles instead of a laser pen. Take 
your mirror or watch and two pieces of cardboard, and arrange them as shown 
in Figure 1.8. Use tape to secure things as best as you can. This doesn’t have to 
be a solid structure, but it should at least hold together for a while.

Now look from above and shine your laser pen in between the cardboard 
pieces from the side. By having a wall on one side of the apparatus or by placing 
a piece of paper on one side, you should be able to tell when the light shines 
straight through and when it bounces off something. With careful observation, 
you should be able to tell exactly where the light goes when it bounces off 
something. Take a look at Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9

If the light bounces back
it must have hit something 
that refl ects light.

If the light goes straight 
through it didn’t hit anything.

In this case, you know what’s under the cardboard, so you can 
make sense of where the light goes. But what if you didn’t know 
what was under the cardboard? Could you, with enough observa-
tions, get an idea of what was under the cardboard, or at least 
many of its features? Sure you could. It would take patience, but 
you could do it. To test that, have a friend tape a different object 
under the cardboard. Using just the laser and what happens to 
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Figure 1.10

Thomson’s model of the atom: evenly 
dispersed negative and positive charges.

the laser when you shine it in from the side, see if you can guess what’s hidden 
under the cardboard. Yes, this will take a bit of time.

For those without laser pens.  If you don’t have a laser pen, you’re going to 
have to fi re something else at the object under the cardboard, something like 
marbles. By throwing marbles from the side, you can get some idea of what might 
be under the cardboard. They’ll bounce off of something hard or something that’s 
elastic. They’ll just move on through if they don’t hit anything. 

Of course, this is more diffi cult than using a laser pen, so if you can spring about 
ten bucks for a laser pen, do that.

Even more science stuff
Even though scientists fi gured out that there must be plus and 
minus charges in atoms,3 they had no idea how those charges were 
arranged. One popular model was proposed by J. J. Thomson in 
the nineteenth century. He suggested that the positive and nega-
tive charges were evenly distributed around the atom, as shown in 
Figure 1.10.

Other models were proposed, and eventually people fi gured 
out a way to decide what might be inside an atom—shoot things 

at it! In an experiment that was a lot like what you 
did with your pen or marbles and the cardboard, 
a scientist named Ernest Rutherford did just that. 
He shot tiny things called alpha particles at a thin 
sheet of gold foil. Alpha particles have a positive 
charge, and if atoms look like Thomson’s model, 
you would expect them to fl y on through the gold 
foil, with maybe slight defl ections when they get 
near the mixture of positive and negative charges 
in the gold atoms. Well, that’s not what happened. 
Many alpha particles did go right on through, but 
some bounced straight back or nearly straight 
back, as if they had hit a brick wall. It was like a 
laser light hitting a piece of mirror or a marble 
hitting a solid object in the activity you did. Look 
at Figure 1.11 (p. 11).

3 The labels of plus and minus are rather arbitrary. As explained in the Stop Faking It! book on 
electricity and magnetism, these might as well be called red and blue things that are inside atoms. 
It’s all part of model building. 
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The only explanation Rutherford could come up with was that all of the posi-
tive charge in the gold atoms was concentrated somewhere in the 
atom. Only a high concentration of positive charge could repel the 
positively-charged alpha particles enough to send them back the 
way they came. He further reasoned that the concentrated positive 
charge had to be at the center of the atom. If it weren’t, then the 
uneven distribution of concentrated positive charges would push 
on one another until they attained a symmetrical distribution, 
namely at the center of each atom. So, from Rutherford’s time on, 
the accepted model of an atom was that there was a concentrated 
positive charge at the center, surrounded by negative charges in 
many other places around the atom, as shown in Figure 1.12 (p. 12). 
Later models would show that most of an atom is empty space, 
with neither positive nor negative charges. And for the record, we 
have a name for those negative charges in an atom—they’re called 
electrons.

And even more things to do before you read even more 
science stuff
This is a pretty short section of the chapter. Here’s a challenge for you. Assume 
that all matter is made up of atoms that have a positive charge at the center and 
a negative charge dispersed around it. Also assume that there are many kinds 

Figure 1.11
Most alpha particles go on through 
with little defl ection

Incoming 
alpha particles

Some alpha particles bounce
almost straight back

Rutherford Experiment 
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of atoms in the universe. Using this model, 
see if you can come up with explanations for 
the activities I had you do in the fi rst part 
of this chapter (baking soda and vinegar, 
burning a match, etc.). Try to explain all your 
observations, including any weight loss that 
occurred. No fair using any chemistry you 
might already know. Just use the model of 
the atom I’ve given you.

And even more science stuff
This is an even shorter section of the chap-
ter. All I want you to do is realize that you 
couldn’t get very far in your explanations in 
the previous section. In fact, you might say 

that the theory of earth, fi re, water, and air is still better at explaining things 
than a model of atoms that consists of positive charges at the center and nega-
tive charges surrounding them. Of course, we’re going to refi ne our model of 
the atom in future chapters, so you can guess which model—the model of Em-
pedocles or the atomic model—wins out in the end.

Chapter Summary
l The notion that the universe is composed of elements—substances that can-

not be simplifi ed—has been around for centuries.

l The early Greek philosophers proposed that the universe was composed of 
four basic elements—earth, water, air, and fi re. This theory can be used to 
explain a large number of observations.

l Soon after the theory of four elements, other philosophers proposed that 
the universe is composed of indivisible objects called atoms, and that ele-
ments in the universe are composed of only one kind of atom.

l Early experiments with electricity led scientists to propose the existence of 
two kinds of electric charges—positive and negative. This idea became part 
of models of the atom.

l Rutherford’s experiment demonstrated that atoms have a concentrated posi-
tive charge surrounded by a disperse negative charge.

l At the end of this chapter, we do not have a complete model of the atom.

Figure 1.12

A new model of the atom.
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Applications
1. In describing motion, the Greek philosopher Aristotle relied heavily on the 

four-element theory of Empedocles. With that theory, Aristotle didn’t need 
gravity or friction to explain why things did what they did. Objects fell to 
Earth because they were made primarily of earth and sought their proper 
place in the universe, not because of some unseen force of gravity. Objects 
similarly came to rest when you moved them across a surface, not because of 
a force of friction, but because once again they assumed their proper place 
in the universe. Not a bad idea actually, because Einstein’s theory of general 
relativity, which is the currently accepted theory of forces and motion in the 
universe, uses this idea.

2. Another early Greek philosopher named Lucretius used a primitive model of 
atoms to explain how we smell things. He proposed that substances gave off 
atoms of a particular size and shape. These atoms would enter the pores of 
the human body only if their size and shape matched the size and shape of 
the pores. Different pores in the nose accepted different atoms, and through 
this mechanism humans identifi ed different smells. This proposed process 
is remarkably similar to our currently accepted theory of how people smell 
things. Instead of pores, we refer to different “receptor sites” in the nasal 
membrane that connect with different-shaped molecules. More on this in 
the Applications section of Chapter 6.

“All charges are dispersed throughout an atom.” “No, positive charges are concentrated in the center.”
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Chapter  
2

Better Models

A
t the end of the fi rst chapter, you realized, I hope, that the model of an 
atom that we have so far (Rutherford’s model of a concentrated positive 
nucleus with negative charges around it) doesn’t go very far in helping 

us explain observations. So, why not try to make that model better? 

Things to do before you read the science stuff
Gather together a lightbulb from a fl ashlight, a 1.5-volt battery, three wires about 30 
centimeters in length (stripped at the ends if they’re insulated), and some masking 
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tape. You’re going to put together the contraption shown in Figure 2.1. If you’re up 
for a trip to the hardware store or RadioShack, take this book and show the people 
there what you want to build, and they’ll be able to hook you up with everything you 
need, including a base for the bulb and a holder for the battery. The base and the 
holder aren’t necessary, but they’re more convenient than using masking tape. 

Touch the free ends of the wires 
together. The bulb should light. If 
not, take another look at the draw-
ing and make sure your connections 
are correct. If the bulb does light, 
you’re ready to go. Touch the free 
ends of the wires to different parts 
of various objects and see whether 
or not the bulb lights. Check out Figure 2.2 for a few examples. 

If the bulb lights, we might guess that “something” is fl owing through the wires, 
the object, and the lightbulb. We call that something electricity. If the lightbulb 
doesn’t light, then we can conclude that electricity does not fl ow through the ob-

ject we’re testing. The term we use is that the object does or does not 
conduct electricity. Once you know that, you can fi gure out what 
kinds of materials, rather than objects, conduct electricity. And once 
you think you have a grip on what materials conduct electricity, see if 
you can fi gure out what the atoms in a conductor of electricity look 
like compared to the atoms in a non-conductor of electricity. Not an 
easy task unless you already know the textbook answer.

Time for a fi eld trip. Look at your surroundings and see what 
materials people use to make up radio and television antennas. 

Figure 2.1

Figure 2.2
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These can range from the antenna on a portable radio to the dish antenna that 
provides your satellite TV to those big towers on buildings and on mountains 
that broadcast the signals from local radio and TV stations. Of course, if you 
have a good memory this can be a fi eld trip of the mind. Just remember what 
materials all those antennas were made of.

Finally, notice what you have to do to change channels on either a television 
or radio. Yeah, yeah, you turn a knob or click the remote, but what do you sup-
pose turning the knob or clicking the remote does? How does that help you view 
different TV stations or listen to different radio stations?

The science stuff
Before addressing the activities of the previous section, let’s talk about what causes 
a lightbulb to light. The presently accepted explanation is that electrons—those 
negatively-charged particles that surround the positively-charged nucleus in our 
current model of the atom—are moving through the lightbulb fi lament, causing 
it to produce light. So, in order to make sense of the previous activities, it helps 
to know that lightbulbs light because of electrons in motion.

As you went around touching the free ends of the wires to various objects, 
you probably weren’t surprised. Everything made of metal conducted electricity 
(meaning electrons moved through the material) and lit the bulb; and things 
made of nonmetals, such as wood, plastic, and cloth, did not conduct electricity 
and did not light the bulb. Probably not a big surprise, because most of us learn 
the difference between conductors (materials that conduct an electric current) 
and insulators (materials that don’t conduct an electric current) by the time 
we’re in high school. What’s more interesting for our present purpose is how 
this knowledge contributes to a better understanding of what atoms look like. If 
metals conduct electricity well, that must mean that at least some of the electrons 
in the atoms of metals are more or less free to move around. If nonmetals do 
not conduct electricity well, then that must mean that electrons in the atoms 
of nonmetals are not free to move around, at least not much. Chemists speak a 
great deal of metals and nonmetals, as this clearly is a major characteristic that 
distinguishes some elements from others. A bit more on this when we begin 
discussing the Periodic Table in the next chapter.

Okay, on to various kinds of antennas. What are they made of? Metal, of 
course. Your satellite dish for your TV is metal, the small antenna on your 
portable radio is metal, and those large antennas that broadcast signals from 
TV and radio stations are made of metal. Now, what do we know about metals? 
All we know at this point is that electrons can move around in metals. That 
knowledge is key, though, for understanding what happens when materials give 
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1 I should note that I’m doing something here that doesn’t do much in the way of fostering 
understanding, which is to introduce new science terms without a lot of explanation. I normally 
criticize people for doing that. In this case, however, the focus is on creating models of what is 
going on with atoms, rather than on the particulars of oscillations and waves. If you want to read 
more about these things, feel free to check out the Stop Faking It! books on light and sound. And 
yes, that was a shameless promotion. 

off or absorb energy, as in when an antenna sends out radio and TV signals or 
takes in radio or TV signals. 

If you can move electrons back and forth, or up and down, really fast, then you 
can create radio or TV signals. For future reference, we’ll refer to that movement 
of electrons up and down or back and forth as oscillations. When electrons 
oscillate, they give off energy. The rate at which you oscillate those electrons, 
known as the frequency of the oscillation, determines how much energy they 
give off in the form of what are called electromagnetic waves.1  

Okay, so electrons can oscillate up and down or back and forth and produce 
electromagnetic waves. It turns out that the reverse also works. Electromagnetic 
waves can cause electrons to move up and down or back and forth. Figure 2.3 
illustrates how you can use oscillating electrons to produce electromagnetic waves 

and then use those 
electromagnetic waves 
to cause other elec-
trons to oscillate. 

Figure 2.3 is the 
basic setup for trans-
mission and reception 
of radio or television 
signals. Each radio or 
television station oscil-
lates its electrons at a 
certain frequency, and 
each of those signals is 
causing the electrons 
in your antenna to 
oscillate at a different 
frequency, all at once. 
All you have to do is 
tune your set to dif-
ferent frequencies to 
pick up those differ-
ent signals.

Figure 2.3

Oscillations of electrons 
in this antenna produce 
electromagnetic waves.

Electromagnetic waves 
cause electrons in the 
antenna to oscillate.
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Figure 2.5

A diffraction grating separates white light into 
a number of rainbows.

2 Just go to www.rainbowsymphony.com on the internet. That site has lots of inexpensive optics 
items that are of good quality.
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Figure 2.4

The antenna receives radio signals of many different frequencies.

About now you’re probably wondering what in the world radio and TV signals 
have to do with a model of atoms. Nothing directly, actually, but I’m setting you 
up to understand how we can use 
light waves to discover a lot about 
atoms. Just be patient until the 
next explanation section, okay?

More things to do 
before you read more 
science stuff
For this next activity,  you 
need to get something called a 
diffraction grating. If you happen to own the Stop Faking It! book on 
light, then you already have a diffraction grating called a “rainbow 
peephole” that is included with that book. If you don’t own that 
book, then check in the science supplies in your school. If you 
can’t locate a diffraction grating there, fi nd a science store or 
contact the company Rainbow Symphony2 and they’ll hook you 
up. Once you have a diffraction grating, turn on a bare lightbulb, 
darken the rest of the room, and look at the bulb through the 
grating. You should see all the colors of the rainbow, spread out 
to the right and left, and possibly in other di-
rections depending on the kind of diffraction 
grating you have. See Figure 2.5.

Now take your diffraction grating out at night 
(it’s good for them to get out on the town once 
in a while) and fi nd street lamps and/or neon 
signs. Look at these lights through the diffrac-
tion grating, and notice any difference between 
what you see now and what you see with a regu-
lar lightbulb. For the record, you should only 
see certain colors rather than all the colors of 
the rainbow. 

Head back inside and get yourself a rope, a 
string, or a Slinky. Tie or otherwise attach one 
end to something solid. Holding the free end, 
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begin moving the string3 up and down slowly. Gradually increase the frequency 
of your oscillations (how fast you move the end up and down) until you get the 
pattern shown in Figure 2.6.

Gradually increase the frequency of your oscillations again, until 
you can get other neat patterns in the string, such as those in Figure 
2.7 (p. 21). These patterns are known as standing wave patterns. 
The reason they’re called standing waves, as in “stationary waves,” 
is that the overall pattern keeps its shape even though there’s lots 
of motion going on. As you’re creating these standing waves, think 
about how much energy you expend to make each pattern. Is there 
a correlation between the energy expended and the frequency with 
which you move the end up and down?

Next change how much of the string you’re moving up and down by moving your 
hand from the free end toward the center of the string. With this shorter string, try 
and reproduce the standing wave patterns you got previously. Do the patterns happen 
at the same frequencies (how fast you move the end up and down) as before? Your 
answer to this should be no. If not, reread what you’re supposed to be doing!4

Figure 2.6

3 For simplicity, I’ll assume you have a string from here on. What I say also applies to a rope or a Slinky.

4 For those of you familiar with how scientists describe waves, you will note that as the frequencies 
of the waves change, so do their wavelengths. We’ll stick to using the term frequencies in our 
discussion.
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More science stuff
First, let me tell you what diffraction gratings do. They separate light and other 
electromagnetic waves out into different frequencies. Yes, light is an electro-
magnetic wave, exactly like radio waves but with different, higher, frequencies. 
Prisms also do this, but not as neatly and precisely as diffraction gratings.5 A 
diffraction grating actually sends light waves to different positions depending 
on the frequency of light. Different frequencies show up in different positions. 
Because different frequencies of light correspond to different colors, the differ-
ent colors appear at different positions when you look at white light through a 
diffraction grating. 

5 To learn more about diffraction gratings, check out—you guessed it—the Stop Faking It! book on light.

Figure 2.7
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Because you can see rainbows of color when you look at a lightbulb through 

a diffraction grating, that means that the atoms in the bulb fi lament must be 
emitting electromagnetic waves that correspond to the frequencies of light waves. 
That presents a problem for our model of the atom, though. We learned earlier 
that you can create radio waves just by making electrons oscillate in a metal. 
Fine, but you can produce light simply by heating something up, without any 
mechanism for causing electrons to oscillate. Also, you can create light by heat-
ing up nonmetals. We saw earlier that nonmetals don’t conduct electricity, so 
the electrons in nonmetals are not free to move all over the place. To complicate 
things even more, we have discovered that heated gases such as mercury and 
neon only emit certain colors of light. When you look through a diffraction 
grating at the light from a street lamp or a neon sign, you only see certain colors 
of light. Street lamps usually contain mercury gas, and only mercury gas. When 
you look at a street lamp, you are looking at the light emitted by only one kind 
of atom, namely mercury. Similarly, a neon light produces only light emitted by 
the gas neon. Different atoms, when excited by an electric current or by some 
other input of energy, emit defi nite patterns of light frequencies. In fact, the 
frequencies of emitted light serve as fi ngerprints that one can use to identify 
elements. Cool, but we have to explain all this.

Let’s summarize our situation:

1. Making electrons oscillate in metals produces electromagnetic waves.

2. Light waves are electromagnetic waves.

3. Even nonmetals can produce light when heated, and we don’t have a ready 
mechanism for oscillation of electrons in nonmetals.

4. The light produced by atoms appears to have only certain frequencies 
and energies.

5. Clearly we need a new mechanism besides oscillation of electrons in metals 
for the production of light by atoms. 

The answer to our problem will seem a bit bizarre, but it’s a model that works 
quite well. First, it turns out that electrons, just like all other things in the uni-
verse, can be considered to be a compilation of waves. You can consider light to 
be particles or waves, and you can even consider humans to be a collection of 
waves. If you’ve ever heard the term wave-particle duality, that’s what I’m talk-
ing about. So anyway, what we are doing is confi ning electrons to atoms, which 
amounts to confi ning a collection of waves to atoms.

Here is where the standing waves on a string come into play. If you’ll recall, 
a given length of string at a given tightness only seems to “like” certain frequen-
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cies. When you hit one of those frequencies, the oscillation of the string goes 
wild and you get those cool standing waves. The lesson we can learn from this 
is that when you confi ne oscillations, only certain frequencies are accepted by 
the confi ning situation. If you change the situation, such as when you change 
the length of your string, you change which standing wave frequencies fi t. One 
last thing on those standing waves. It should make sense that different frequen-
cies are associated with different energies. Just think about how fast you had to 
move the string up and down. Higher frequencies required faster oscillations, 
and more energy from you. So, confi ning waves on a string means that only 
certain frequencies, and thus certain energies, are allowed.

Let’s apply this information about confi ned waves to what might be going 
on inside atoms. Electrons are bound by electric forces to atoms. Electrons can 
also be thought of as a collection of waves, or oscillations. When you confi ne 
oscillations, only certain frequencies and energies fl ourish. Also, those certain 
frequencies depend on the confi ning conditions. Therefore, we might expect that 
electrons confi ned within atoms only oscillate at certain frequencies, and those 
frequencies will be different from one kind of atom to another. And yes, that’s 
what happens. The waves that compose electrons are only allowed to have certain 
values in a particular atom, and thus electrons in atoms are only allowed to have 
certain energies. 

At this point it is tempting to think that the energies and frequencies of the 
electron waves in atoms correspond to the energies and frequencies of light 
emitted by atoms. Tempting, but wrong. 

Physicist Niels Bohr to the rescue. He developed a model of 
the atom that had electrons residing in certain energy levels, 
which by no small coincidence happen to correspond to the energy 
levels we predict from confi ning electron waves to atoms. When 
they jump from a higher energy level to a lower energy level, they 
radiate light with an energy that corresponds to the difference in 
energy between the two levels. When atoms absorb light of just the 
right energy and frequency, electrons jump from a lower energy level to a higher 
energy level. Take a look at Figure 2.8 (p. 24). The key here is that the frequency 
and the energy of the light emitted or absorbed correspond to the frequency 
and energy of the difference between energy levels, not the frequency and energy 
of the electron waves themselves.

So:

1. electrons can be thought of as waves.

2. confi ning electrons to atoms means the electron waves can only have certain 
energies and frequencies.

Topic: Energy Levels
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3. atoms emit light and absorb light 

that has energies and frequencies 
that correspond to the differences 
between electron energy levels.

So, we now have a positively-charged 
nucleus at the center of an atom, with 
electrons residing in only certain en-
ergy levels around that nucleus. We 
also know that electrons can jump 
between energy levels. This model 
helps explain how atoms interact with 
light and emit light, but it still isn’t of 
much use in explaining basic chemi-
cal reactions. You’re going to have to 
wait another chapter before we get to 
an even better model.

electron

light

high energy level

low energy level

electron

light

high energy level

low energy level

Figure 2.8

Where we’re headed. Just as a reminder, we are gradually building better and 
better models of what atoms look like. We began with the Greeks and shifted gears 
to a primitive model of the atom. Then Rutherford helped us add a positive nucleus 
at the center. With Bohr’s help, we now have a rough idea of what the electrons in 
atoms are doing. They reside in defi nite energy levels that are atom-specifi c, and 
when they change energy levels they can emit or absorb light. 

Even more things to do before you read even more 
science stuff
Find a large rock and a small rock, or just one thing that’s heavy and one that’s 
not very heavy. Put each object on a fl at surface and push both along with your 
hand. Which one is easier to push? Pretty simple, huh?

Get a weak magnet such as a refrigerator magnet or one you can fi nd at a 
hobby or craft store. You don’t want anything close to a strong magnet, so even 
a regular bar magnet or horseshoe magnet is too strong. Turn on a television 
set and slowly bring your cheap magnet near the screen, moving it from side to 

electron
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side as you do this. You should notice distortion on the screen.6 Once you see 
the distortion, don’t bring the magnet any closer to the screen, or you might 
permanently alter the picture quality in a given region of the screen.

Even more science stuff
The large rock, providing it was heavier than the small rock (or 
other object), was more diffi cult to push, right? An object’s mass 
(related to its weight, but not the same thing) is a measure of how 
diffi cult it is to change the object’s motion. (See Figure 2.9.) So, that 
heavier rock had more mass and was more diffi cult to push.7 Simple 
conclusion: You can learn a lot about an object’s mass by trying to 
change its motion. In fact, you can get an exact determination of 
an object’s mass this way.

On to the TV screen and the magnet. 
What you might not know is that televisions 
work by fi ring electrons at the front screen. 
You putting a magnet near the screen dem-
onstrates that you can defl ect the motion of 
electrons (they hit in the wrong spot, caus-
ing distortion) by putting a magnet near 
them. In fact, all moving charged particles, 
not just electrons, are pushed in a circular 
path by a magnetic fi eld produced by a 
magnet (Figure 2.10).  

Figure 2.10

Moving charged particles are defl ected 
into a circular path by a magnetic fi eld.

6 It is important that you use a weak magnet. Test your magnet on the fridge or other 
metal object fi rst. If there is a strong attraction, fi nd a weaker magnet. If you have any 
doubts, do this with an old computer monitor or television you’re about to give to charity.

7 This is at best a brief introduction to forces and mass. For more information, consult your 
favorite book that deals with force and motion. Gee, I wonder if there’s a book series that deals 
with this.
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The harder it is to change an object’s 
motion, the more mass it has.

Figure 2.9
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What’s this have to do with our model of the atom? Well, we’re about to fi nd 

out how you can determine the charge on a proton and on an electron, and 
also determine the mass of each of these. Imagine that you have two plates that 

have opposite charges. You also have 
an atomizer (like a perfume sprayer) 
that can shoot very tiny drops of oil 
in between the plates. If these drops 
happen to pick up excess electrons 
when you spray them (and they do), 
then the charges on the plates will 
cause the tiny drops to move slowly 
from one plate to another. The setup 
is shown in Figure 2.11.

This setup is similar to a classic physics experiment known as the Millikan oil 
drop experiment. You don’t suppose the guy who did it was named Millikan, 
do you? I won’t go into a whole lot of detail on how to do it, but you can use 
this experiment to determine the charge on a single electron. For the record, 
the charge on an electron is 1.6 × 10–19 coulombs, which probably doesn’t mean 
a whole lot to you, but at least now you know the number. 

The next thing I need to explain is something called a mass spectrom-
eter. What this device does is shoot charged particles into a magnetic fi eld. 

They then move in a curved path with a radius that depends on 
both the mass of the particle and the charge of the particle. In fact, 
you can determine the value of the charge of the particle divided by 
the mass of the particle. And this is where our Millikan experiment 
comes in. If you know the charge on an electron and you know 
the value of the charge divided by the mass, you can determine the 
mass of an electron. Same thing goes for a proton.8 Figure 2.12 (p. 27) 
shows a drawing of a mass spectrometer. 

So where does this leave us? We know the charge on an electron, the charge 
on a proton (the same as the charge on an electron), the mass of an electron, 
and the mass of a proton. Turns out that the mass of a proton is much larger 
than the mass of an electron—about twenty thousand times as large. This last fact 
will be important in the next two sections, and the actual numbers are shown 
in Table 2.1 (p. 27). It will help if you know scientifi c notation.

Figure 2.11

oil droplets

atomizer

8 You might wonder how one can isolate electrons or protons. It turns out to be a relatively easy 
process if you start with hydrogen, which is the simplest atom we know of.
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Table 2.1

Particle Mass Charge
proton 1.67 × 10–27 kilograms + 1.6 × 10–19 coulombs
electron 9.1 × 10–31 kilograms – 1.6 × 10–19 coulombs

And even more things to do before you read even more 
science stuff
This next activity is a simulation of the kinds of things you can discover with 
enough experiments. The reason it’s a simulation is because, frankly, you can’t 
perform the necessary experiments with your basic household materials. To get 
the full impact of the simulation, it would be best if someone else read the rest 
of this section and set things up for you. If no one else is around, set it up and, 
at the appropriate time, pretend to be clueless as to what’s happening.

Go to the store and get two or three different sizes of marshmallows. You’ll 
need at least three of each size, and it’s okay if all you have are regular marshmal-
lows and mini-marshmallows. Also stop by the hardware store and get about a 
dozen small metal ball bearings.9 Now, using something long and thin (I used 
one of those metal picks that come with nutcrackers) poke a narrow cavity in 
one end of two of each size marshmallow. Don’t poke all the way through (see 

beam of electrons

Figure 2.12

radius of this path depends 
on both the mass and the 
charge on an electron

there is a magnetic fi eld 
heading into the page

9 Ask at the hardware store if you don’t know what these are. The helpful people at the helpful 
hardware store will know what you need.
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Figure 2.13). Then place one ball bearing in the cavity of 
one marshmallow and two or three ball bearings in the 
cavity of another marshmallow of the same size. Repeat 
with the other size(s) of marshmallows.

When you’re done, you should have three of each size 
marshmallow, two of which contain ball bearings. Place 
them all cavity-side down, and you should have what appear 
to be almost identical marshmallows, as in Figure 2.14.

Time for your friend to present the marshmallows to 
you, or for you to pretend you don’t know what you just 
did if you’re by yourself. Look at the marshmallows. Does 
each one of the same size look pretty much the same? 
When you bring them close to one another, do any of the 
marshmallows seem to attract or repel other marshmal-

lows? How do you suppose the number of 
protons and electrons in each marshmallow 
compare? Remember, protons are positively 
charged and electrons are negatively charged, 
and they have equal-sized charges. Finally, 
pick up each marshmallow, without turn-
ing it over, and compare. Any difference? 
Of course there’s a difference. Some of the 
identical-looking marshmallows are heavier 
than others. If you didn’t know how the 
marshmallows were prepared, how might 
you explain this difference in otherwise 
identical marshmallows?

And even more science stuff
Yes, that was a silly activity to do. Try it with other people, and you’ll get interest-
ing answers for why some marshmallows weigh more than others. The obvious 
conclusion is that you have tampered with them, but beyond that, the answers 
vary. My son thought I had used different marshmallow material in different 
marshmallows, and my wife thought I had somehow shrunk or enlarged some 
of the marshmallows. Didn’t take them too long, though, to fi gure out that 
there was weight added to the marshmallows, without otherwise changing the 
characteristics of the marshmallows.

The activity might be silly, but it’s analogous to a dilemma that faced sci-
entists years ago. They had fi gured out that different elements had different 

Figure 2.13

ball bearings

Figure 2.14
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numbers of protons and electrons, because 
they had different masses and different prop-
erties. They also discovered, though, that col-
lections of atoms that had similar properties 
had masses that didn’t go along with a specifi c 
number of protons and electrons. It was like 
expecting all marshmallows that had identical 
properties to weigh the same, but fi nding out 
they didn’t. What’s the explanation with the 
marshmallows? Simply that we have added 
extra mass (and weight) that doesn’t affect the 
outward properties of the marshmallow. The 
explanation for atoms was similar. The atoms 
contained a bunch of extra mass that didn’t 
affect the properties all that much. This led to 
the invention of things called neutrons. Neu-
trons have about the same mass as protons, 
but no charge. 

With no charge on them, it makes sense 
that you could add extra neutrons to an atom 
without changing its properties very much. You 
don’t alter the charge of the nucleus, so that 
doesn’t alter the overall charge of the atom, 
which as you might recall is normally neutral. 
If you don’t alter the overall charge, then you 
don’t add any electric forces, which certainly 
could be considered a change in the properties 
of an atom.  

Anyway, here’s the picture we end up with. An atom of 
any substance has protons and possibly neutrons in the 
nucleus. Sometimes the number of protons and neutrons is 
the same, but there often are more neutrons than protons. 
What constitutes “normal” for the number of protons and 
neutrons in an atom varies from atom to atom. Atoms with 
more neutrons that what is “normal” are called isotopes. 
Figure 2.15 gives you an idea of our current picture of a 
couple of atoms. And by current, I mean our current picture in this book, not 
the presently accepted picture of atoms according to scientists. 

We should also add neutrons to our list of particles that make up atoms. 
That’s shown in Table 2.2 (p. 30).

Figure 2.15
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Table 2.2

Particle Mass Charge
proton 1.67 × 10–27 kilograms + 1.6 × 10–19 coulombs
electron 9.1 × 10–31 kilograms – 1.6 × 10–19 coulombs 
neutron 1.66 × 10–27 kilograms 0 coulombs

Before moving on to the next chapter, I want to say something more about my 
approach in this book. Sometimes I follow the historical development of chemistry, 
and sometimes not. When I don’t follow the historical development, the reason 
is that I want to help you understand how a complete understanding of atoms 
and how they behave explains all sorts of chemical reactions. In my mind, that 
includes an understanding of the basics of how atoms are put together. Better 
that than memorizing what happens in those reactions. 

Keep in mind something I say in almost all of my books, which is that all of science 
is made up. No one has ever seen a proton, neutron, or electron. They might be 
real, and they might not. The important thing is not that these made-up things are 
real, but that they help explain observations and predict new observations. I try to 
help you understand why people think things like protons and electrons exist, but 
the bottom-line evaluation is whether or not our model explains observations.

Chapter Summary 
l Some materials, known as metals, conduct electricity and some materials, 

known as nonmetals, do not conduct electricity.

l The conduction of electricity is the movement of electrons through a 
substance.10

l Causing electrons to move up and down or side to side (causing them to 
oscillate) produces electromagnetic waves.

l It’s not possible to make electrons oscillate fast enough to produce the 
electromagnetic waves that correspond to light. There must be some other 
mechanism. 

l When you confi ne waves, you create a situation that is favorable only for 
certain wave frequencies and certain wave energies.

10 This is not entirely true. The movement of any kind of charge, positive or negative, electron or 
not, is the conduction of electricity. For our purposes here, though, we can think of it as just the 
movement of electrons.
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l We can model electrons, as well as all other particles, as waves.

l Confi ning electrons to atoms means electrons can only have certain frequen-
cies and thus reside only in certain energy levels.

l When electrons jump from one energy level to another, they either emit or 
absorb light. That light has a frequency and energy that corresponds to the 
frequency and energy difference associated with the electron jump.

l With careful experimentation, you can determine the mass and the charge 
of various particles that make up atoms—protons, neutrons, and electrons. 

l Atoms contain neutrons as well as protons in the nucleus. Neutrons don’t 
have any charge, but have about the same mass as protons.

l Electrons don’t have much mass compared to protons and neutrons.

l Atoms with “extra” neutrons are known as isotopes.

Applications
1. I mentioned that the pattern of light frequencies that an atom emits, known 

as its atomic spectrum, serves as a fi ngerprint for each atom. Astronomers 
use this information to fi nd out lots about the universe. If you send the 
light from a distant star through a diffraction grating, you will see lots of 
overlapping atomic spectra. By sorting out these patterns, you can fi nd out 
what elements are contained in that distant star. Similarly, we can fi nd out 
what elements are present in the planets in our solar system. We get all this 
information without having to travel to these planets and stars.

2. You might be familiar with something called the Doppler effect with sound 
waves, where the sound you hear is a higher frequency if the sound source 
is moving toward you and a lower frequency if the sound source if moving 
away from you. Think about the sound that a train or a race car produces 
as it goes past you—higher pitch sounds until it reaches you and then lower 
pitch sounds as it moves away from you. When you look at the atomic spectra 
from distant stars and galaxies, they don’t exactly match up with the spectra 
from elements on Earth. The reason for this is that these stars and galaxies 
are moving either toward us or away from us. Light waves experience a Dop-
pler effect, just as sound waves do. With our knowledge of atomic spectra 
and the Doppler effect, scientists have concluded that the farther objects 
are from us in the universe, the faster they are moving away from us. This 
leads to the conclusion that the universe is expanding. 

3. I implied in the chapter that adding neutrons to an atom doesn’t change the 
properties of the atom very much. That’s true only up to a point. Adding 
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extra neutrons can make the nucleus unstable, and in fact leads to atoms that 
are radioactive, and these atoms transform into more stable atoms along with 
the release of energy that can be either harmful or helpful to us humans.

4. The basic mechanism behind a mass spectrometer, which is that moving 
charged particles move in a circular path in a magnetic fi eld, is also one of 
the main components of particle accelerators. These accelerators are often 
circular in shape. Powerful magnets in the accelerators cause charged particles 
to move in a large circular path as other components of the accelerator cause 
the particles to reach higher and higher speeds. Much of what we know about 
atoms results from using particle accelerators to slam fast-moving particles 
into other substances. 
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Chapter  
3

Periodicity

I
n thinking about a title for this chapter, the word periodicity came to mind. 
I was sure this had some kind of pop culture reference. After discussing this 
with my wife, we fi gured I was thinking of synchronicity, which is a reference 

to music by the band The Police. Looking the word periodicity up on the inter-
net, I found that I was, in fact, a science geek and had not made a hip reference. 
Periodicity refers mainly to the Periodic Table, which is a focus of this chapter. 
No music, just science.
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Anyway, it’s time to refi ne our model of atoms to the point that we can un-

derstand the Periodic Table and a number of chemical reactions. To do that, it’s 
necessary to understand how electrons behave and to understand a few things 
about the energy of electrons. Obviously, then, we’ll have to begin by playing with 
Hot Wheels track. Okay, that’s not obvious, but it’s what we’re going to do. 

Before you begin this chapter, know that I realize the Periodic Table has many 
negative memories for people who have not done well in chemistry. It’s actually 
a cool thing, though. Many scientists spent many a solitary moment in the lab 
and in the offi ce trying to fi gure out how all the different atoms and elements 
related to one another. As a result, the Periodic Table has a whole bunch of infor-
mation. It’s a road map to the relationship between atoms, and it’s nothing to be 
afraid of. My hope is that you will understand the reasoning behind the Periodic 
Table, and thus understand the patterns. If all you see are the patterns, then you 
have to memorize the patterns. If you understand the mechanism behind the 
patterns, you don’t have to memorize anything. It will make sense. 

Things to do before you read the science stuff
Grab a section or two of Hot Wheels track, hereinafter referred to as just “the 
track.” If you don’t have any such thing around, then you can use any kind of 
fl exible surface on which you can roll marbles or cars. Foam pipe insulation 
from the hardware store works well (cut it in half lengthwise so you have a 
“half-pipe”). Tygon tubing that has an opening large enough for a ball bearing 

is another option. In addition to the 
track, you will need a marble, a ball 
bearing, or a toy car that rolls easily 
on the track. 

Before using the track, simply place 
your marble on the fl oor. Then raise 
it up a bit and let go. Then answer 
the following: In which position does 
the marble have more energy—on the 
fl oor or raised up above the fl oor? 
Once you’ve answered that, put 
your track in a shape similar to that 
shown in Figure 3.1. You might need 
a friend’s help if your dexterity isn’t 
superior. 

Place the marble at point 1 on the 
track and let go. What does the marble 

Figure 3.1

1

2

3
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do? Now place the marble at point 2 and let go, again observing what the marble 
does. Finally, place the marble at point 3, let go, and observe. Try to come up 
with a general rule that describes what the marble tends to do, no matter where 
on the track it’s released.

Next get a couple of magnets. It would be nice to have strong bar magnets, but 
cheap refrigerator magnets will do. Arrange the magnets so they stick together 
(north pole to south pole if the poles are labeled on your magnets). Pull them 
apart slightly and let go. They snap back together, right? See Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

Now answer a question. In which position, pulled apart or stuck together, 
do the magnets have more energy? If you’re up on your energy concepts, this 
is an easy question. If not, just give it a try and know I’ll answer it for you in 
the next section.

Find a smooth surface and grab one of those metal ball bearings I had you use 
in Chapter 2. Arrange one of your magnets and the ball bearing so that when you 
let go of the ball bearing, it rolls toward the magnet. The weaker your magnet, 
the closer the two will have to be in order for the ball bearing to spontaneously 
move toward the magnet. Repeat this activity, but put an index card between the 
magnet and the ball bearing. What happens? See Figure 3.3 (p. 36).
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The science stuff
First I’m going to talk about the marble alone, when you have it on the fl oor 
and then raised above the fl oor. Before answering the energy question, I need to 
explain that any energy the marble has as a result of its position with respect to 
the fl oor is shared between the marble and the Earth. The gravitational pull of 
the Earth is what makes the marble fall to the fl oor, so the Earth has to be part 
of the picture.1 That said, the energy between the marble and the Earth increases 
the more they’re separated. We know this because of the energy that we can 
see when we let the marble go. If you drop a marble from a high height, it gets 
moving faster than if you drop it from a low height. If you let go of it while it’s 
on the fl oor, it doesn’t move at all. So, the greater the separation of the marble 
and the Earth, the greater the energy they have. See Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.3

lesser energy
here

greater energy
here

Figure 3.4

1 The Stop Faking It! book on energy discusses this idea in more depth.
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The situation is almost identical with two magnets. The farther apart you place 

them, the faster they’re moving when they slam back together. So, the farther 
apart they are, the more energy they possess. Of course, there’s a separation 
beyond which the magnets won’t go back together, but the reason for that has 
to do with friction and other forces affecting things; if the two magnets were 
the only objects in the universe, they would eventually slam together no matter 
how much they were separated.

On to the track and the marble. What rule did you use to describe what the 
marble does? You might have said something like, “The marble tends to go 
downward.” That’s a good rule. Here’s one you probably didn’t state: The marble 
tends to move to a position where the energy shared by it and the Earth is the 
lowest. Yeah, didn’t think you’d come up with that one. This rule works pretty 
well, though. The closer the marble is to the Earth, the lower the energy shared 
by it and the Earth. So a marble moving toward lower energy would settle in 
one of the two “troughs” in the track. When you release the marble from points 
1 and 2, it’s able to get all the way to the bottom trough. When you release the 
marble from point 3, the best it can do in reaching a low energy is the second 
trough. Figure 3.5 summarizes this.

What’s true for the marble on the 
track turns out to be a guiding prin-
ciple in all of science:

Physical systems tend toward 
confi gurations that have the lowest 
energy.

That’s a highbrow way of saying that 
whatever you’re looking at, be it a 
marble on a track or two magnets or a 
magnet and a ball bearing, tends to be 
in an arrangement that has the lowest 
energy possible. Two magnets go to a 
lower energy by coming together. A 
ball bearing moves toward a magnet 
because the magnet and ball bearing 
have a lower energy when together 
than when apart. 

The word tend in the above bold-
face statement is important. Even 
though a system tends toward the 

Figure 3.5

lowest possible energy
when marble is released
from points 1 & 2

lowest possible energy 
when marble is released
from point 3

1

2

3
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lowest energy, it doesn’t always end up with the lowest energy. For example, the 
lowest energy confi guration with the marble and track is for the marble to be 
at the bottom of the lower trough. When you release the marble from point 3, 
however, there’s no way it can get to the bottom trough. So, it ends up at the 
lowest energy possible for this situation, which is residing at the bottom of the 
upper trough. Same thing when you put an index card between the ball bear-
ing and magnet. The ball bearing tends to end up at the lowest possible energy 
(touching the magnet) but instead ends up at the lowest energy allowed by the 
situation, which is next to the index card. Check out Figure 3.6.

It shouldn’t be a big surprise to you that the reason I had you playing with 
marbles and tracks and magnets is that the concepts also apply to atoms, and 
also to chemical reactions. The next sections will shed light on this.

More things to do before you read more science stuff
Get about a dozen marbles and a tall drinking glass. Pour the marbles into the 
glass, so you have something like Figure 3.7.

Which of the marbles in the glass have 
the lowest energy? If you said the ones on 
the bottom give yourself a gold star. They’re 
closer to the Earth and therefore, when 
considered together with the Earth, rep-
resent the lowest energy. As you move up 
the glass, the marbles have more and more 
energy. Next question: Which marbles are 
the easiest to access? In other words, if 

Figure 3.6

Lowest possible energy
would be the ball bearing 
touching the magnet.

Lowest possible energy 
allowed by the situation  
is the ball bearing here.

Figure 3.7
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you want to interact with a marble or two, which ones would you choose? Score 
another star if you said the ones at the top of the pile in the glass. 

Let’s move on to one of my favorite games when I was a kid, namely Stadium 
Checkers. For all of you who are too young to have played Stadium Checkers (I 
realize that’s most of you!), put the words stadium checkers into an internet search 
engine, and you’ll pull up all sorts of pictures of the game, or some version of 
it. Figure 3.8 provides a drawing.

You begin the game of Stadium Checkers 
with different-color marbles all positioned at the 
outermost edge of the “stadium.” Each of the 
concentric rings is free to rotate, and there are 
slots in the rings that can hold a marble or simply 
let a marble pass to a lower ring. By rotating the 
rings, you can move these slots so the marbles 
move from the outer rings into the inner rings. 
The object of the game is to get all of your marbles 
into the center before your opponents do the same with their marbles. 

We’re not going to play the game, but rather 
use it to set up a model of atoms. First imagine 
that the center holes are all blocked, so there is 
no way to remove a marble from the lowest ring. 
The best you can do is get a marble to the lowest 
ring. And before moving on, I hope it’s clear to 
you by now that the marbles at the lowest ring 
have the lowest energy possible, with marbles in 
successive rings as you move out having higher 
energies. See Figure 3.9.

Okay, suppose you have successfully placed 
four marbles at the lowest ring. Now you want 
to bring another marble down from the top. 
Can you put it in the lowest ring? Next suppose 
you completely fi ll the second lowest ring, and 
want to bring another marble down from the 
top. Can you put this marble in either of the 
two lowest rings? 

While you’re pondering those questions, here’s a completely different activ-
ity. Yes, I’ll tie all of this together in the next section! Figure 3.10 (p. 40) shows 
a fl oor plan of a house. 

Figure 3.8

Figure 3.9

The higher you go, the more
energy the marbles have.
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Using shading, I’m going to outline the probability of fi nding me in vari-
ous rooms of the house at any time during the Super Bowl. This is shown in 
Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.10

Living Room Garage
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Figure 3.11
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Notice that most of the shading is near the couch in the living room, where 

I’m parked in front of the television on the sofa. That’s because this is the most 
likely place to fi nd me at any random time. There’s also shading, though less 
of it, in the kitchen (gotta get snacks and beer) and the bathroom. This prob-
ability distribution shows where Bill is most likely to be during the Super 
Bowl, and where Bill is totally unlikely to be during the Super Bowl. Note the 
lack of shading in my home offi ce.

You’re turn. Make two copies of Figure 3.10. Use shading to show a probability 
distribution for the following situations:

l Where you are likely to fi nd someone who is preparing snacks and other 
goodies for a party of 100 people.

l Where you are likely to fi nd someone who is sick with the fl u.

More science stuff
Before we deal with the probability distributions, we can start with the fact 
that the marbles you played with are a lot like electrons. In Stadium Checkers, 
you can think of the center of the stadium as the nucleus of the atom, and the 
marbles as electrons. We already discussed the fact that electrons, being confi ned 
within an atom, are only allowed to have certain energies. The different rings of 
Stadium Checkers correspond to different energies. The analogy goes further. 
Just as each ring in Stadium Checkers can hold only so many marbles, each 
energy level in an atom can accommodate only so many electrons. For example, 
the lowest energy level in any atom can accommodate only two electrons. The 
second lowest energy state also can accommodate only two electrons. The next 
highest energy level can accommodate up to six electrons. Once an energy level 
is fi lled with electrons, any added electrons must reside in higher energy levels. 
This is in fact how chemists view the difference between atoms. All atoms have 
the same basic Stadium Checkers structure. To create a new atom, simply add 
an electron to an outer ring of the stadium, add a proton to the nucleus so the 
atom is neutral, and add a neutron or two to the nucleus.

You might ask why a given energy level can only handle so many electrons. 
The answer lies in the mathematics that describe how things like electrons in 
atoms behave, and that mathematics is known as quantum mechanics. 
No, I’m not going to teach you quantum mechanics, but I can give you an idea 
of how it operates. Actually, you already know how it operates with respect to 
energy. Whenever you confi ne an oscillation, such as standing waves on a rope, 
only certain frequencies and their corresponding energies show up as the pre-
ferred ones. So we say that the energies appear as discrete values, or quanta, of 
energy. We say the energy is quantized. On the scale of electrons, energy isn’t the 
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only thing that’s quantized. Other physical quantities—things known as “orbital 
angular momentum” and “spin angular momentum” among other things—are 
quantized, and can only have certain values. It is this quantization of physical 
quantities, along with another extremely important principle of quantum me-
chanics,3 that limits how many electrons can reside at any particular energy level 
and also helps defi ne the values of the allowed energy levels. Associated with 
each quantized quantity are quantum numbers, which serve to completely 
identify the particular state of electrons in atoms. The bottom line for us in this 
book is that electrons in an atom behave like marbles in a Stadium Checkers 
game with the bottom holes plugged. 

You can represent the location of electrons in an atom with an energy level 
diagram, such as the one in Figure 3.12 (p. 43). This represents an atom of oxygen, 
which has eight protons in the nucleus and eight electrons around the nucleus.

A couple of questions. Why does an atom of oxygen have the same number 
of protons as electrons? Electrons have a negative charge and protons have a 
positive charge. Because things in the universe tend toward being electrically 
neutral, your garden variety oxygen atom, or any other kind of atom, has the 
same number of protons and electrons. Is there anything else in the nucleus 
of the oxygen atom besides protons? Yep. You might recall that nuclei contain 
neutral particles called neutrons in addition to protons. 

In Figure 3.12, the energy increases as you go upward. Three energy levels are 
shown, and they have the labels 1s, 2s, and 2p. I’ll explain what the numbers 
and letters mean later (they represent the aforementioned quantum numbers). 
For now, note that the two lowest energy levels, 1s and 2s, each have only two 
electrons. With two electrons each, these energy levels are completely fi lled—you 
couldn’t add another electron to these levels if you wanted to.4 The 2p level, 
on the other hand, is able to hold six electrons. Because oxygen has only eight 
electrons total, that means that the 2p energy level is only partially fi lled. 

Think back to the marbles in the drinking glass. It was easy to interact with 
the marbles near the top of the pile, but diffi cult to interact with the marbles 
near the bottom of the pile. Our oxygen atom is similar. In everyday chemical 
reactions, those inner electrons in the two lower levels are pretty much untouch-
able, but those four electrons in the highest energy level are open for business. 

3 The name of this principle is the Pauli Exclusion Principle, which states that no two electrons 
in an atom can possess identical quantum states. When you study quantum mechanics a bit, you 
learn that the Pauli Exclusion Principle makes perfect sense; if two electrons had the exact same 
quantum states, they would in fact be the same electron. Call it diversity in physics, if you will.

4 The reason that s energy levels can only hold two electrons each again lies in the details of 
quantum mechanics. I’m afraid that you’ll just have to take such results on faith at this point.
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Figure 3.13
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Probability distribution for a person fi xing snacks for 100 people.

Because there are a couple of slots open in the highest (2p) energy level, it’s not 
too far-fetched to imagine electrons from other atoms jumping into those empty 
slots, or something like that. How these high energy level electrons interact 
between atoms turns out, in fact, to be the basis for explaining a whole bunch 
of chemical interactions. 

Before explaining those interactions, we can refi ne our picture of an atom even 
more by considering those probability distributions you created. My attempts 
at the two tasks I assigned you are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14.

Figure 3.12
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Two electrons each fi ll these 
energy levels.
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If you’re preparing snacks for 100 people, it would seem to me that you would 
spend a lot of time in the kitchen, so that’s where I put the most shading. Of 
course you would also spend a bit of time in other areas of the house, so the 
shading isn’t confi ned to the kitchen. As for being sick with the fl u, personally 
I spend all my time alternating between the bed and the bathroom, so the shad-
ing is confi ned to those places.

What does a fl oor plan have to do with electrons in atoms? Actually, quite a bit. 
In quantum mechanics, we represent electrons, and also all sorts of other particles, 
as bundles of waves. Yes that is strange, but it works. All you need to know about 
an electron in an atom is represented by something called a wave function. By con-
sidering energy and forces due to all the other things the electron interacts with, 
such as protons in the nucleus and other electrons, you can pry information out 
of the electron’s wave function. One of the most useful things to know is where 
the electron happens to be at any given moment. Unfortunately, that information 
is unavailable to us. What we can determine, using the wave function squared,5 is 
a probability distribution for where the electron is. This probability distribution 
is almost exactly like the probability distributions in our fl oor plans, with the 
exception that we can never know for certain where an electron is. You can peek 

Kitchen
Bath

Home Offi ce Bedroom

Bath

GarageLiving Room

Probability distribution for a person sick with the fl u.

Figure 3.14

5 The quantity you use is technically different from simply squaring the wave function. It’s 
something called the wave function multiplied by its complex conjugate. That distinction isn’t 
important for our purposes, and for that matter, all you need to focus on is the result—the 
probability distribution.
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inside a house and know exactly where a person is, but 
it doesn’t work that way with electrons. All you have 
is a probability of an electron being in any given spot 
at any given moment.

Let’s consider our oxygen atom. The lowest energy 
level is 1s. The 1s energy level has a probability distri-
bution that is a sphere, and it looks something like 
Figure 3.15.6

The nucleus is at the center of this sphere, and the 
probability distribution has the heaviest shading at a 
certain distance away from the nucleus. This means 
that an electron in the 1s energy level is most likely 
to be at this certain distance away from the nucleus, 
but is equally likely to be anywhere along the sphere 
at this distance. See Figure 3.16.

Before moving on, let’s stop and take stock of 
things. We have electrons that are confi ned to an 
atom. We found out earlier that oscillations confi ned 
to a certain space could only have certain allowed 
energies. We also know that the electrons we’re 
talking about—the ones confi ned in atoms—are 
not oscillating in the traditional sense. Through 
the magic of quantum mechanics, though, we 
can represent the electron itself as a combination 
of waves, with a corresponding wave function. 
Confi ning this wave function to an atom tells us 
what energy levels are allowed and also gives us 
probabilities (the probability distribution) for where 
the electron might be at any given time. We can map 
out that probability distribution, and for the lowest 
energy in an atom, the distribution is spherical.

The next lowest energy level in an oxygen atom is 
the 2s level.7 Like the 1s level, it has a spherical shape 

Figure 3.15
nucleus

The 1s energy level probability distribution

Figure 3.16

The electron is most 
likely to be here

But there is a very small probability 
for its being nearer to or farther 
from the nucleus.

nucleus

6 The probability distribution for a 1s electron actually ex-
tends out an infi nite distance from the nucleus. The prob-
abilities become extremely small extremely fast, though, 
so it’s conventional to stop the shading at some point. That’s a good thing, because we 
don’t have an infi nitely large page on which to represent the shading extending to infi nity!

7 Recall that these numbers and letters represent the quantum numbers that defi ne electron en-
ergy states. A more thorough explanation for this a couple of pages from now.
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and can hold up to two electrons. The 2s level is farther out from the nucleus 
than the 1s level, so the 1s sphere is inside of the 2s sphere. The next energy level 
up, according to Figure 3.12, is the 2p level. When you apply quantum mechanics 
to this energy level, you end up with a probability distribution that looks sort of 
like a dumbbell. There are three possible orientations of this dumbbell shape, 
as shown in Figure 3.17. The different orientations are shown separately. The fl at 
“sheets” in Figure 3.17 are there to clarify the orientation of the dumbbell-shaped 
fi gures and are not part of the probability distributions.

Figure 3.17
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These probability distributions for electrons of different energies are quite 

useful in determining what atoms will do. The orientations of the p levels help 
determine just how different atoms combine together, for example. 

To complete the picture, I need to let you know that atoms contain electron 
energy levels other than the ones occupied by electrons. This is like a Stadium 
Checkers game in which you don’t have enough marbles to fi ll all the slots. The 
slots exist even when they don’t hold marbles. Similarly, electron energy levels in 
atoms exist even if they’re not occupied by electrons. A more complete energy 
level diagram for oxygen is shown in Figure 3.18. 

Figure 3.18
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Notice that the numbers keep on going up, and the letters change. Different 

letters correspond to different shapes of probability distributions, and obviously 
higher numbers mean higher energy. With all these energy levels available, it is 
entirely possible that electrons can hang out at the higher energy levels. As we 
learned in the fi rst part of this chapter, though, systems tend toward the lowest 
possible energy states. Therefore, it’s natural for electrons that fi nd themselves at 
the higher energy levels to jump down to lower energy levels. That often results 
in the production of light, as we discussed in Chapter 2.

I promised to tell you what the numbers and letters in the energy levels repre-
sent, so I guess I better do that. The numbers represent the overall energy level 
that results because energy is quantized. The 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. are known as prin-
cipal quantum numbers. I told you that other things besides energy are 
quantized in an atom. One is a quantity known as orbital angular momentum. 
Without going into what exactly that quantity might be, the small letters s, p, 
d, and f represent different quantizations of orbital angular momentum. Okay, 
so now you know what the numbers and letters stand for, even if the quantities 
they stand for are not clear.

To end this section, I want to emphasize one major point, which is that our 
picture of what an atom looks like has progressed quite a bit. We know that 
there are protons and neutrons in a concentrated nucleus, and we know that 
there are electrons in various energy levels around that nucleus. Although we 
cannot say for sure what those electrons are doing, we do have drawings that 
show the probability distribution of electrons of different energies. We also have 
the concept of fi lled and partially fi lled energy levels. Electrons in higher energy 
levels, especially those in partially fi lled energy levels, are poised to interact with 
electrons from other atoms. 

Even more things to do before you read even more 
science stuff
At last we get to the Periodic Table, which is shown in Figure 3.19 (p. 49).

Let’s run through what all the numbers and such mean on this table. The 
letters stand for different elements—H for hydrogen, He for helium, O for oxy-

gen, Be for beryllium, Ag for silver, and on and on and on.8 Our 

Topic: Periodic Table

Go to: www.scilinks.org

Code: CB014

8 You might be troubled by the fact that element symbols sometimes don’t 
seem to represent the element names, such as Ag for silver and W for 
tungsten. This is because contributions to the positions of elements on the 
Periodic Table have come from all over the world. The original German 
name for tungsten, for example, is Wolfram. Hence, W represents tungsten 
in the table.
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notion of an element today really isn’t much different from the one proposed 
by Empedocles. An element is simply something that is a “pure” substance that 
cannot be considered to be composed of other substances. In our atomic model, 
an element is something that is composed of only one kind of atom. For the 
purpose of fi guring out the Periodic Table, it will be easiest if you just think of 
single atoms rather than collections of atoms. So, when we talk about silver, for 
example, we’ll be thinking about a single silver atom rather than a pure block 
of silver metal. 

Anyway, the main number on each element (1 for hydrogen, 2 for helium, 
20 for calcium) is called the atomic number. It tells you how many protons 
are in the atom. The number of protons in an atom is the main distinguishing 
characteristic of an atom. If you change the number of protons, you have a 
different atom that corresponds to a different element. For a neutral atom, the 
atomic number also tells you the number of electrons in the atom. We’ll fi nd 
out, though, that you can change the number of electrons in an atom without 
creating a different atom. 

The second number by each atom in the Periodic Table is called the atomic 
mass.9 Atomic masses are not nice, round numbers, but rather numbers such 
as 28.086 and 65.37. If you truncate the atomic mass (get rid of all numbers to 
the right of the decimal point), the number you end up with tells you the total 
number of protons and neutrons in the atom. The atomic mass is measured in 
what are called atomic mass units. In this system, the mass of a proton is exactly 
equal to 1 and the mass of a neutron is exactly equal to 1.10 Since the mass of 
an electron is really small compared to the mass of a proton and the mass of a 
neutron, we can ignore the electron’s mass. 

Now take a look at hydrogen in the Periodic Table. Hydrogen contains 1 proton 
and 1 electron, with zero neutrons. Why, then, isn’t the atomic mass of hydrogen 
exactly equal to 1? The reason is that in nature, each element can have isotopes. 
Think back to the marshmallow activity and the explanation of isotopes in Chapter 
2. Most of the time, hydrogen has 1 proton and zero neutrons, but hydrogen can 
also have 1 neutron (this is called deuterium) or 2 neutrons (this is called tritium) 
and still be hydrogen. The atomic masses of elements are not integers because of 
the existence of isotopes. Atomic masses are averages of the atomic masses that 
naturally occur in nature, and virtually all atoms can exist in isotope form. It’s like 
fi guring out the mass of a marshmallow by averaging in the marshmallows that 

9 Older texts and even recent publications use the term atomic weight instead of atomic mass. The proper 
term is atomic mass, but for years the convention was to use atomic weight, and old habits die hard.

10 The mass of a proton is different from the mass of a neutron, but the difference is small enough 
that we don’t have to worry about it here.
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have ball bearings in them. Thus, the atomic mass of hydrogen is 1.00797 instead 
of 1.00000, and all other atoms have atomic masses that are not integers.

Now that you know what all the numbers represent, it’s time to look at the 
pattern of elements as displayed in the Periodic Table. The fi rst row contains 
just hydrogen and helium. The second row starts with lithium and 
ends with neon, but there’s a gap in the middle. There’s also a gap 
in the third row. Historically, people began putting the Periodic 
Table together based on the properties of atoms. The atoms in each 
column are a lot alike in how they interact or don’t interact with 
other atoms. For example, the atoms in the far right column, known 
as noble gases, don’t interact very much with other atoms. The 
atoms in the fi rst and next-to-last column interact strongly with 
other atoms. 

Your task is to see if you can fi gure out what governs the overall pattern in the 
Periodic Table. Here’s a hint: Look back at the energy level diagram for oxygen 
(Figure 3.18). The pattern has something to do with what the electrons in the 
atom are doing. Also, think Stadium Checkers. Of course I’m going to explain 
this pattern in the next section, but it might be worth your while to take a stab 
at what’s causing the pattern before I tell you. 

Even more science stuff
To decipher the pattern present in the Periodic Table, I told you to pay at-

tention to the electrons in the atom and to pay attention to the energy level 
diagram for oxygen, which is similar to the energy level diagram for other atoms. 
To refresh your memory, that energy level diagram is repeated in Figure 3.20.

Recall that as you add electrons to energy levels, they fi ll the lowest energy 
levels fi rst. Once lower energy levels are fi lled (remember that energy levels can 
hold only so many electrons), electrons fi ll the higher energy levels, just as in 
Stadium Checkers. Let’s use this information to see what happens as the atomic 
number (number of protons) increases in the Periodic Table. 

In hydrogen, as in other atoms, the lowest energy level is 1s. Two electrons 
can reside in that energy level. When you add a proton and two neutrons to hy-
drogen, you get helium. You also get another electron, which fi lls the 1s energy 
level. Time to give you another result from quantum mechanics, which is that 
atoms with nothing but fi lled energy levels are extremely stable and represent 
low-energy situations. There’s no reason for that to be an obvious result, but it’s 
the result. If you want to add an electron to a fi lled energy level, clearly that’s a 
diffi cult thing to do. It’s not clear, however, that removing an electron from an 
entirely fi lled energy level would be diffi cult. Just trust me that it’s diffi cult. 

Topic: Noble Gases

Go to: www.scilinks.org

Code: CB015
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Well, we have helium with a fi lled 1s energy level. Helium is one 
of those noble gases I mentioned earlier. Another name for the noble 
gases is inert gases. The word inert means unresponsive or inac-
tive, and that describes helium. Helium just plain doesn’t interact 
much with other atoms. We can explain that non-interaction by the 
fact that helium has a completely fi lled energy level. That doesn’t 
explain why you can inhale helium and sound like a Munchkin, 
but I explain that in another book in this series. 

Figure 3.20
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Before continuing, I’m going to introduce new terminology, not to confuse 

you but because it’s commonly used terminology. Scientists refer to the energy 
levels in atoms as shells. Outer shells are higher energy levels and inner shells 
are lower energy levels. This terminology no doubt dates back to when people 
thought of electrons as moving in circular orbits around the nucleus, which of 
course we now know that they don’t. Electrons in an outermost shell are known 
as valence electrons. Because electrons in the s and p energy levels are the 
most interactive, we only consider s and p electrons when counting valence 
electrons. Therefore we would say that hydrogen has one valence electron while 
helium has two valence electrons.

Back to the Periodic Table. In the second row, we start with lithium. It has a 
completely fi lled 1s energy level, plus an extra electron that hangs out in the 2s 
energy level. With an open slot in that energy level, lithium readily interacts with 
other atoms. The next atom in the second row is beryllium, which has a fi lled 2s 
energy level and thus two valence electrons. Shouldn’t be a surprise that beryl-
lium isn’t quite as anxious as lithium to interact with other atoms, because it has 
a fi lled 2s energy level, which is more stable than a half-fi lled 2s energy level.

Next we jump across a gap to the element boron. The reason we jump a gap 
will be clear later. After you jump the gap, you will notice that there are fi ve 
elements before you get to the fi nal atom on the right, which is neon. What’s 
happening as you move through those fi ve atoms is that electrons are fi lling the 
2p energy level. By the time you get to neon, the 2p energy level is fi lled. Neon 
has a fi lled “shell” of eight electrons (recall that the s energy level holds up to 
two electrons and the p energy level can hold up to six electrons) and so, like 
helium, is an inert gas. Filled shells with eight valence electrons don’t interact 
much with other atoms, so neon doesn’t take part in many chemical reactions. 
You might expect that those fi ve atoms before you get to neon—boron, carbon, 
nitrogen, oxygen, and fl uorine—do interact with other atoms, and that expecta-
tion is correct. 

The third row, beginning with sodium and ending with argon, follows the 
same pattern. It’s all about electrons fi lling the lowest possible energy levels in 
an atom. The fourth row, which begins with potassium and ends with krypton 
(birthplace of Superman), all of a sudden has atoms in the gap. Why? Because 
at this point we begin fi lling the energy level 3d. The 3d energy level can hold 
10 electrons, which is why there are 10 atoms fi lling the gap until you get to gal-
lium. At that point, adding protons and their corresponding electrons involves 
the 4p energy level. Because each p level holds six electrons, we traverse six atoms 
in getting to the atom of krypton. Krypton has a fi lled 1s level, a fi lled 2s level, 
a fi lled 2p level, a fi lled 3s level, a fi lled 3p level, a fi lled 4s level, a fi lled 3d level, 
and a fi lled 4p level. 
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I should say something about the two rows at the very bottom that are sepa-

rated from the rest of the Periodic Table. These represent a progression of ele-
ments in which electrons are fi lling f energy levels. If we included them in the 
rest of the Periodic Table, there would be another huge gap that would stretch 
the table from side to side. Then we wouldn’t be able to fi t a readable Periodic 
Table on a page. It’s sort of like how Alaska and Hawaii are portrayed on a map 
of the United States. They’re not shown in their actual locations because if they 
were, the rest of the map would not be readable on a normal sized page.

Okay, that’s enough to describe the general pattern. As you move from left to 
right across the Periodic Table, you are adding protons and electrons to atoms. 
As this happens, the electrons, in cooperation with the nuclei of atoms, obey 
the simple principle that systems naturally tend to be in their lowest energy. 
See Figure 3.21.

So, as you go from left to right in the Periodic Table, electrons are fi lling avail-
able slots in various energy levels. As one energy level gets fi lled with electrons, 

Figure 3.21

Filled 1s, 2s, 3s, 4s, 
2p, 3p, and 3d levels

Filled 1s and 2s levels

Filled 1s, 2s, 2p, and 3s levels

Filled 1s, 2s, 3s, 2p, 3p, 3d, 
4s, and 4p levels.
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you start on the next energy level up. Once you have this picture, you can fi gure 
out lots of chemical reactions. As I said before, electrons are the key to under-
standing what happens when different atoms get together. I also told you that 
atoms with unfi lled energy levels more readily interact with other atoms. 

Keep in mind that when we speak of moving from one atom to another on the 
Periodic Table, we’re not literally moving from one atom to another. We are simply 
using the wealth of information in the table to make comparisons regarding the 
characteristics of different atoms.

Now let’s look at columns in the Periodic Table. Each atom in the far left 
column has a half-fi lled s energy level. Hydrogen has one electron in its 1s energy 
level, and the 1s level can hold two electrons. Lithium has one electron in its 2s 
energy level, and the 2s level can hold two electrons. Sodium has one electron 
in its 3s energy level, and the 3s level can hold two electrons. Potassium has one 
electron in its 4s energy level, and the 4s level can hold two electrons. You can 
continue this pattern all the way down the fi rst column in the Periodic Table. Each 
of these atoms has an s energy level that is half full. Check out Figure 3.22. 

Figure 3.22

Each atom in the fi rst column has a half-fi lled s energy level.
Each atom in the last column has nothing but fi lled energy levels.
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Each atom in the fi rst column has a half-fi lled s energy level. Because electrons 

are the main ingredient in chemical reactions, you might expect that the atoms 
in the fi rst column behave similarly in chemical reactions, and they do. 

Take a look at the far right column of the Periodic Table. Each atom in this col-
umn has all of its energy levels fi lled by electrons. That makes for stable atoms that 
don’t interact much with other atoms. So, all those atoms in the far right column 
should behave similarly in chemical reactions, right? Right. That’s what happens. 

This general rule is the same for all columns of the Periodic Table. Magnesium, 
calcium, and strontium have similar properties. Copper, silver, and gold have similar 
properties. Fluorine, chlorine, bromine, and iodine have similar properties. 

To recap, you add electrons and steadily fi ll electron energy levels, or shells, as 
you move from left to right across the Periodic Table. All atoms in a particular 
column of the Periodic Table have similar properties, because they have the same 
number of valence electrons (electrons in the outermost s and p energy levels). 

Historically, the Periodic Table came to be as a result of scientists classify-
ing elements according to their properties. Elements in each column behave 
similarly. The meaning behind this classifi cation becomes clear once we have a 
picture of how additional electrons fi ll energy levels, and how the arrangement 
of those electrons affects what elements do. My approach here has been to de-
velop a current model of atoms, and then use that to explain the organization 
of atoms and elements in the Periodic Table. Hopefully that will help you do 
less memorizing and more understanding.

Chapter Summary
l Physical systems, including atoms, tend to reach a confi guration that has the 

lowest possible energy for the situation.

l Electrons in atoms reside in discreet energy levels, which we refer to as electron 
shells. The mathematics of quantum mechanics dictate that different electron 
shells can hold up to a specifi c number of electrons. Once a lower energy level 
shell is fi lled, further electrons have to reside in higher energy shells.

l Quantum mechanics further dictates that we cannot know exactly where 
electrons are, but rather can only calculate probability distributions that tell 
us the probability of an electron being in a given place. These probability 
distributions have defi nite shapes, and these shapes affect how atoms interact 
with one another.

l Electrons in the outer s and p shells of an atom are called valence 
electrons.
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l The Periodic Table gives us a great deal of information about the atoms that 

make up elements. From the table, we can determine how many protons and 
neutrons are in an atom as well as the confi guration of electrons in an atom.

l The atoms in a single column of the Periodic Table tend to have similar 
properties. This is because atoms in the same column have similar electron 
confi gurations.

Applications
1. In Chapter 2, I explained how atoms emit light when electrons jump from 

a higher energy level to a lower energy level. We can use this, plus the fact 
that systems tend toward lower energy states, to explain why, for example, 
objects glow when they get hot enough. When you heat an object, you are 
adding energy in the form of heat to the atoms of that object. That energy 
can cause electrons to move up to higher energy levels. Now, because atoms 
naturally head toward lower energies, the electrons that jumped up to the 
higher energy levels then spontaneously jump back down to lower energy 
levels. In the process, they emit light.

2. It’s not impossible for “inner shell” electrons (those tucked away at lower energy 
levels when an atom contains electrons at higher energy levels) to interact with 
the outside world, but it takes a lot of energy for this to happen. Valence elec-
trons in the outer shell, however, are easy to interact with. One reason has to 
do with what is known as electron shielding. A negatively-charged electron 
in an outer shell is held in the atom by the electric force between it and the 
positively-charged nucleus. However, there are often many negatively-charged 
electrons in lower energy levels between this valence electron and the nucleus. 
These repel the valence electron, and effectively cancel most of the attractive 
force between the nucleus and the valence electron. See Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.23 nucleus

An outer electron is “shielded” from the nucleus by other electrons.
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3. Just as s and p energy levels have defi nite shapes to their probability distribu-

tions, d energy levels have a defi nite shape to their probability distributions. 
The fi ve possible d-level probability distributions are shown in Figure 3.24. 
These shapes are the result of calculations in quantum mechanics. Note 
again that the fl at sheets are there to clarify the orientation of the probability 
distributions.

Figure 3.24
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Chapter  
4

A
h yes, the theme song from one of the strangest movies of all time—Parent 
Trap. The original, that is, with Hayley Mills. I was in love with her back 
then. So naturally I would choose that phrase to title a chapter on how 

atoms combine to form molecules. Sometimes atoms of the same kind combine, 
but most often it’s different kinds of atoms. There are three main ways that 
atoms get together, and we’ll discuss all three in this chapter.

Let’s Get Together … 
Yeah, Yeah, Yeah
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Things to do before you read the science stuff

Still have that apparatus you built for determining which materials conduct 
electricity? Sure you do. If not, head back to Chapter 2 for the instructions on how 
to put together another one. Once you have this, place the two open ends (the 
bare wires) into a glass or cup of water. Make sure the two bare wires don’t touch 
each other. Does the water conduct electricity? Nah, because the bulb doesn’t 

light.1 Next dissolve a whole 
bunch of salt in the water. 
Test the saltwater to see if it 
conducts electricity. Hmmm. 
What do you suppose is going 
on? Doesn’t the conduction 
of electricity require the move-
ment of charged things? Did 
you charge up the water? Did 
you charge up the salt? No, of 
course you didn’t.

The science stuff
Allow me to explain why saltwater conducts electricity. Salt itself is electrically 
neutral (equal numbers of positive and negative charges), as is the water. When 
you dissolve salt in water, however, that changes. Salt is composed of sodium 
and chlorine atoms, hence the name of sodium chloride for salt. When you dis-
solve salt in water, much of the salt separates into separate sodium and chlorine 
atoms, but there’s a twist. Because chlorine atoms have a stronger attraction for 
electrons than sodium atoms, the chlorine atoms end up with an extra electron 
and the sodium atoms end up minus an electron. Atoms that are charged posi-
tively or negatively are called ions. So, it’s the sodium ions and chlorine ions 
that conduct electricity in the saltwater solution.

Note that changing the number of electrons in an atom doesn’t change the identity 
of an atom. The number of protons is the key to identity. Every atom that has 11 
protons is a sodium atom, regardless of the number of electrons added or lost.

1 We’re interested in the difference in electrical conduction between normal and salt-fi lled water. 
The “normal” water in your area might already contain a lot of dissolved salts so the lightbulb 
lights before you add salt. If that happens, note the difference in brightness of the bulb with and 
without salt in the water.

Figure 4.1
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Okay, so what? Ions in saltwater conduct electricity. Here’s what. This activity 

demonstrates that some atoms like electrons more than other atoms.2 Because 
the chlorine atoms like electrons more than sodium atoms, they both become 
ions. The fact that sodium and chlorine atoms have different affi nities for elec-
trons explains what happens when many atoms get together. Because we’ve been 
talking about sodium and chlorine, let’s stick with that example. 

If you heat up the metal sodium until it’s molten and then expose it to chlo-
rine gas, you end up with salt. (Don’t actually do this! This is a dangerous 
activity, only to be done with strict safety precautions.) Let’s fi gure out how 
that happens. First, sodium is in the far left column of the Periodic Table. That 
means it has a half-fi lled 3s energy level. If it gains an electron, then it has a 
fi lled 3s energy level, and that’s a good thing. On the other hand, if it loses an 
electron, sodium has an empty 3s energy level and all other energy levels fi lled, 
which is a good thing. It turns out that that latter situation is energetically more 
favorable—lower energy states overall for each ion. In the reaction with chlorine, 
sodium loses an electron and becomes positively charged. It’s still sodium, 
because the number of protons doesn’t change, and the number of protons is 
what determines what atom you have. 

Chlorine is the other atom involved. To get to an energetically favorable situation, 
chlorine can gain one electron to get a completely fi lled outer shell of electrons, 
or it can lose fi ve electrons to get to the same situation. Clearly, the best bet for 
chlorine is to gain just one electron, and that’s what it does when interacting with 
sodium. So, what happens is that the sodium atom steals 
an electron from the chlorine atom. Now the two ions are 
attracted to each other because they have opposite charges. 
This happens with a whole bunch of sodium and chlorine 
atoms, and you end up with the molecule known as sodium 
chloride, or table salt. The atoms bond together through 
electric forces, and this is known as an ionic bond. Figure 
4.2 (p. 62) illustrates the process. 

Let’s imagine bringing two other atoms together, such as two oxygen atoms. 
These two oxygen atoms are identical, so it would be silly to expect one of them 
to “like” electrons more than the other. Even so, each oxygen atom has two empty 
slots in its outer shell, and it would be nice for them to be able to fi ll the outer 
shell. Instead of forming an ionic bond, which really isn’t possible since there’s 
no tendency for an electron or two to jump from one atom to the other, the 

2 Some people get really upset about anthropomorphic statements in science. I don’t. When I 
speak of atoms liking or not liking electrons, I’m just referring to the relative strength of the 
electric attraction between the atoms and electrons.

Topic: Ionic Bonding
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oxygen atoms do something different. They share two of their valence electrons. 
By sharing, each atom can almost have a fi lled outer shell. I say almost because it’s 

not the same as each atom having two extra electrons all to them-
selves. The sharing of these two electrons closely resembles fi lled 
shells though, so this situation is energetically favorable. When two 
atoms share one or more electrons, it’s called a covalent bond 
(“co” as in together and “valent” as in valence electrons). The atoms 
are bonded because they’re in an energetically favorable situation. 
It’s like a marble being at the bottom of a trough, as in the begin-
ning of Chapter 3. This energy trough might not be the lowest one 

available to oxygen atoms in the universe, but it’s still a trough. It would take 
an input of energy to break such a bond. See Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3

nucleus

Lower energy levels 
are available with 
other atoms but the 
covalent bond is the 
only accessible one.

a covalent bond

Chlorine steals an electron from sodium and they 
attract because of electric forces.

Many of these ionic bonds form, 
creating the molecule that is table salt.

Figure 4.2
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Let me summarize before moving on. Sometimes atoms get together and 

an electron or two jumps from one atom to another. Then the two atoms have 
opposite charges and feel an attractive force. This kind of bond is called an 
ionic bond. It turns out, by the way, that ionic bonds form between metals and 
nonmetals. More on that a bit later. The second kind of bond we know about 
is a covalent bond, where atoms share electrons. These kinds of bonds occur 
between two nonmetals. 

More things to do before you read more science stuff
Blow up a balloon and tie it off. 
Find yourself a faucet and start 
running a stream of water. Rub the 
balloon on your hair or a sweater or 
a favorite pet, and then bring the 
balloon near the stream of water. 
You should get a defl ection of the 
water, as shown in Figure 4.4.

Water is composed of two hy-
drogen atoms and one oxygen atom. Because both of these are nonmetals, 
they’re connected by covalent bonds. Each hydrogen atom shares two electrons 
with the oxygen atom, which is illustrated in 
Figure 4.5.

Now here’s a question. The entire water 
molecule contains an equal number of protons 
and electrons, and so is neutral. How come 
a charged balloon attracts water molecules? 
Think about that a bit before moving on to 
the next section.

More science stuff
Even though an oxygen atom and two hydrogen 
atoms form covalent bonds, oxygen still likes 
electrons more than hydrogen. So, the atoms 
share, but not equally. The shared electrons 
spend more of their time near the oxygen atom 
than they do the hydrogen atom. If we think 
back to the idea of probability distributions, 
this means that the probability distribution for 

Figure 4.5

Each hydrogen atom shares two 
electrons with the oxygen atom.

hydrogen hydrogen

oxygen

Figure 4.4 charged balloon
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the shared electrons is shaded 
more near the oxygen than near 
the hydrogen. See fi gure 4.6.

Now we can understand why 
water is attracted to a charged 
balloon. Because of the uneven 
distribution of shared electrons, 
the water molecule is polar, 
meaning one end is positive and 
the other negative.3 When you 
bring a charged object (the bal-
loon) near the water molecules, 
the positive end is attracted to 
the extra electrons on the bal-
loon, and the negative end is 
repelled. Because electric forces 
get weaker with distance, the at-

tractive force is stronger than the repulsive force, and the water molecules move 
toward the balloon. Check out Figure 4.7 (p. 65).

The covalent bond between hydrogen and oxygen is called a polar covalent 
bond. The bond is covalent because the atoms are sharing electrons, but it’s 
also polar because the shared electrons spend more time near the oxygen atom 
than near the hydrogen atoms. Compare this with our oxygen molecule, consist-
ing of two oxygen atoms. This is also a covalent bond, but the shared electrons 
do not spend more or less time near either of the atoms. This bond is called a 
nonpolar covalent bond.4 

Well, how do you predict what kind of bond will form between two 
kinds of atoms? Fortunately for us, chemists have calculated a special 
number that describes the extent to which atoms like electrons when 
they are bonded with other atoms. It’s called electronegativity. 
Figure 4.8 (p. 66) shows the Periodic Table with the electronegativities 
of the atoms labeled.5 

3 Also critical in water being a polar molecule is the fact that it is not symmetrical. If the oxygen 
atom were for some reason surrounded by evenly spaced hydrogen atoms (which it isn’t), then the 
molecule would not be polar.

4 A nonpolar covalent bond is also sometimes called a “pure” covalent bond.

5 There are several different electronegativity scales. The one shown in Figure 4.8 represents the 
Pauling scale. The Pauling scale is less effective than other scales at predicting exactly how strong 
a bond will form in a molecule, but it is the most commonly used one. Hence, we’ll use that scale 
and remember that this scale will give us general trends and not necessarily exact results. More on 
this in the Applications section.
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The larger the number associated 

with electronegativity, the greater affi n-
ity the atom has for extra electrons when 
bonded with another atom. So fl uorine, 
with an electronegativity of 4.0, likes 
electrons a lot when bonded with other 
atoms. Cesium, with an electronegativity 
of 0.7, is not all that fond of electrons 
when bonded with other atoms. There 
are general trends to notice and under-
stand with electronegativities. First, the 
far right column of the Periodic Table 
isn’t even included in Figure 4.8. That’s 
because the noble gases in that column 
are notoriously unreactive with other 
atoms since they have completed s and 
p energy levels. Noble gases can form 
bonds with other atoms, but it’s a rare 
occurrence, so we’re safe in ignoring 
those situations. 

The next thing to notice is that atoms 
in the far right column in Figure 4.8 
(the next to last column in the periodic 
table) have among the highest electro-
negativities, while the atoms in the far 
left column have among the lowest 
electronegativities. This should make sense to you, because the atoms in the far 
right column of Figure 4.8 need only one electron to complete their outer shell. 
That means they will have a strong affi nity for one more electron when forming a 
bond with another atom. Of course, this is related to the fact that a fi lled electron 
shell represents a low energy, and atoms tend toward the lowest energy state. The 
atoms in the far left column need lose only one electron to revert to a situation 
where they have a completed outer shell, so they readily lose an electron. 

In general, electronegativities increase as you move from left to right across the 
Periodic Table, which is due to what I discussed in the previous paragraph. There’s 
another pattern, though. As you go down the Periodic Table, electronegativities 
tend to decrease. We can explain that one, too. In Chapter 3, I discussed electron 
shielding, in which outer electrons are shielded from the nucleus by all the electrons 
that are in inner shells. The farther you go down the columns in the periodic 
table, the more electrons you have participating in this electron shielding. Plus, 
the atoms farther down in a column are larger (more electrons), so the outermost 

Figure 4.7

water 
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electrons are a relatively long way from the nucleus. Electric attraction gets weaker 
the farther away you are. So, the outer electrons aren’t held as strongly the farther 
you move down a column. Hence the decrease in electronegativities.

One last thing regarding electronegativity. You can use these numbers to 
predict what kind of bond will form between two atoms. When two atoms 
share electrons and these two atoms are similar in electronegativity, the bond 
is nonpolar covalent. This tends to occur between two similar elements, such as 
two nonmetals. They share electrons about equally between their nuclei. When 
two atoms with a greater difference in electronegativity get together, they form 
a polar covalent bond. If the difference in electronegativities is really large, then 
one electron might completely jump over to the other atom, and an ionic bond 
forms.6  There are general ranges in electronegativity you can use to predict the 
kind of bond formed. If two nonmetals get together and the difference in their 
electronegativities is less than 0.2, they will form a nonpolar covalent bond. If the 
electronegativity difference is from 0.3 to 1.4, they will form a polar covalent bond.7 
If a metal and a nonmetal get together and the electronegativity difference is 1.5 
or greater, they will form an ionic bond.

Even more things to do before you read even more 
science stuff
This is a short section. See if you can fi gure out what kinds of bonds I’ve ignored 
in the previous section. We have nonmetals bonding to nonmetals in covalent 
bonds and we have metals bonding to nonmetals in ionic bonds. Don’t tax your 
brain too much in fi guring out the bonds that are left out.

Even more science stuff
This is an equally short section. What I left out were metals bonding to other 
metals. We know this happens because pure metal elements exist in reasonably 
large pieces, and something must be holding all those atoms together. Metal at-
oms don’t just share electrons with one or two other metal atoms—they share all 
of their valence electrons with all the other metal atoms in a piece of metal. This 

6 You will fi nd many chemists and chemistry books claiming that ionic bonds are not technically 
chemical bonds because there are no shared electrons. Instead, these bonds are simply electric 
attractions. I’m going with the traditional view, though, so  I consider ionic bonds to be 
chemical bonds.

7 As mentioned in a previous footnote, you also have to consider the symmetry of the situation. 
An electronegativity difference in this range will not result in a polar bond if the molecule 
is symmetrical. 
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has been described as a sea of electrons, where electrons roam about more 
or less freely from one metal atom to another. It’s sort of an electron commune; 
the valence electrons of each atom belong to the entire group of nuclei. 

The “sea of electrons” picture explains why metals have the properties they do. 
Metals conduct electricity and heat easily. Given that electricity, and sometimes 
heat, is due to the motion of charged particles like electrons, it makes sense that 
free electrons in metals would lead to the conduction of electricity and heat. Al-
though I’m not going to go into detail here, the fact that metals have lots of free 
electrons also explains why metals tend to refl ect light and other electromagnetic 
waves, such as radio waves, well. The light hits the metal and interacts with the free 
electrons, which readily reradiate the light back out as refl ected light.

And even more things to do before you read even more 
science stuff
Aluminum and chlorine can combine to form a salt—aluminum chloride. This 
is typical of what happens when metals and nonmetals get together. Take a look 
at the Periodic Table, and notice that aluminum has a fi lled 3s energy level and 
one electron in the 3p energy level. In other words, it has three valence electrons. 
If it’s going to form an ionic bond with chlorine, it will most likely give up all 
of its valence electrons to chlorine. Trouble is, chlorine needs only one electron 
to fi ll its outer shell. Your task: Figure out how many chlorine atoms combine 
with one aluminum atom when aluminum chloride forms.

Another task. If you leave various metals open to the elements, they often 
develop a cloudy layer on the surface. With the metal iron, we call that layer 
rust. With aluminum, we call it a layer of oxidized aluminum. The reason 
for this name is that the aluminum on the surface combines with oxygen, to 
form a compound called aluminum oxide. Your task is to fi gure out how 
many aluminum atoms combine with how many oxygen atoms. This is harder 
than your previous task, because oxygen has six valence electrons. It only needs 
two more electrons to complete its outer shell, but aluminum has three valence 
electrons to give. How can this work?

And even more science stuff
Maybe you fi gured out how to combine those atoms, and maybe not. Well, here 
are the answers in case you didn’t. First the aluminum chloride. The aluminum 
atom has three valence electrons to give, but the chlorine atom can only accept 
one electron. The solution is to use three chlorine atoms for each aluminum 
atom. That way, each chlorine atom takes one of the three valence electrons. We 
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write the resulting molecule with subscripts that indicate how many of each atom 
are involved in the molecule. Because there is one aluminum atom and there 
are three chlorine atoms, aluminum chloride is written as AlCl

3
. The subscript 

of 1 on the aluminum is implied. 

You’ve undoubtedly seen this kind of symbol before, if only with water mol-
ecules. Because each water molecule contains two hydrogens and one oxygen, 
water is written as H

2
O. Similarly, hydrogen gas, which consists of two hydrogen 

atoms, is written as H
2
. Oxygen gas is written as O

2
.

Now we move on to aluminum oxide. We know that one aluminum atom has 
three valence electrons to give, and oxygen can accept two valence electrons. We 
can make this work if we adjust the number of atoms. If we use two aluminum 
atoms, that gives us a total of six valence electrons. Because each oxygen atom 
can accept two of these, then three oxygen atoms will accept all six of those va-
lence electrons offered up by the two aluminum atoms. So, we end up with two 
aluminum atoms and three oxygen atoms, and the molecular formula Al

2
O

3
. 

The point of these exercises is to show that most molecules are not simple 
combinations of one atom of one element and one atom of another element. 
Things get complicated. 

Chapter Summary
l Different atoms have different affi nities for the electrons in their outer shells. 

l Electronegativity is a number assigned to each atom that describes the af-
fi nity an atom has for its valence electrons.

l The different affi nities different atoms have for electrons lead to three main types 
of bonds—nonpolar covalent bonds, polar covalent bonds, and ionic bonds.

l Covalent bonds involve the sharing of electrons between atoms.

l Ionic bonds result from an electron jumping from one atom to another. 
This leads to an electrostatic attraction that is the bond. 

l You can use a knowledge of the number of valence electrons in atoms and 
a knowledge of the electronegativities of atoms to determine not just what 
kinds of bonds will form between atoms, but also how many of each atom 
will be involved in that bond.

l Atoms in a metal bond together through the sharing of all their valence 
electrons among all the atoms of the metal. This is often referred to as a sea 
of electrons.
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Applications
1. Helium is lighter than air, which is why air pushes helium upward, making 

helium-fi lled balloons fl oat. The Periodic Table easily explains why helium 
is lighter than air. A helium molecule is monatomic, which means that it 
is composed of just one atom. The atomic mass of a helium atom is about 
4 (ignoring isotopes), so that is also its molecular mass. Now let’s see how 
much mass air has. Air is composed primarily of nitrogen and oxygen. The 
molecular mass of a nitrogen molecule (N

2
) is 28 because each nitrogen atom 

has an atomic mass of 14. The molecular mass of an oxygen molecule (O
2
) is 32 

because each oxygen atom has an atomic mass of 16. Clearly, then, helium has 
a whole lot less mass, and therefore weighs less than the major components of 
air. Providing there are equal numbers of helium and air molecules in a given 
space, the heavier and denser air will push the lighter and less dense helium 
gas upward.

2. If you’ve ever messed around with carbon dioxide gas, you know that carbon 
dioxide gas sinks in air. A simple way to demonstrate this is to mix baking 
soda and vinegar in a cup. You did this in Chapter 1. This produces carbon 
dioxide gas. Light a candle. If you tilt the cup as if you’re pouring the con-
tents out, without actually pouring out any of the liquid, and pour over the 
candle, the candle will go out. See Figure 4.9.

 The reason the candle goes out is that 
the “poured” carbon dioxide deprives 
the fl ame of oxygen, which it needs to 
burn. Why does carbon dioxide sink 
in air? Its molecular formula is CO

2
, 

meaning it has one carbon atom and 
two oxygen atoms. The atomic mass 
of carbon is 12. The atomic mass of 
oxygen is 16, and there are two of these 
atoms in the carbon dioxide molecule. 
Therefore, the total molecular mass 
of carbon dioxide is 44. Compare this 
with the molecular mass of oxygen 
and nitrogen (fi rst application), and 
you can see why carbon dioxide sinks 
in air. 

3. All we’ve talked about so far are two different kinds of atoms getting together 
and forming a molecule. We’re going to jump ahead just a bit, though, and talk 
about bringing two different molecules together and allowing them to react with 
each other. The two molecules are lithium iodide (LiI) and cesium fl uoride (CsF). 

Figure 4.9
baking soda and vinegar

carbon dioxide gas

“Pouring” carbon dioxide gas over a candle.
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These are both salts, because they’re combinations of metals and nonmetals. Mix 
these salts together and you end up with two new molecules, namely lithium 
fl uoride (LiF) and cesium iodide (CsI). Why does this switch happen? The answer 
lies partially in electronegativity values and partially in the size of the atoms. 
Here are the electronegativity values: Fluorine—4.0, lithium—1.0, iodine—2.5, and 
cesium—0.7. Recall that the strength of an ionic bond can be determined by the 
difference in electronegativity values between two atoms. The electronegativ-
ity difference for lithium iodide is 1.5, and the electronegativity difference for 
cesium fl uoride is 3.3. Now look at the products of the reaction I described 
above. The electronegativity difference for lithium fl uoride is 3.0, and the elec-
tronegativity difference for cesium iodide is 1.8. The atoms switched places, but 
you might be wondering why. We gain a stronger bond in one case, going from 
1.5 to 1.8, but we lose in going from 3.3 to 3.0. Why is this reaction energeti-
cally favorable? To see why, you have to recall (see an earlier footnote) that the 
Pauling scale of electronegativity provides guidelines for the strength of bonds, 
but not complete accuracy. The size of the 
atoms must be considered. Lithium is a 
small atom compared to cesium, because 
cesium contains so many more electrons. 
When lithium loses an electron, as it does 
in forming an ionic bond, there aren’t a lot 
of electrons left to shield the nucleus from 
other atoms. Also, the resulting lithium ion 
is much smaller than the cesium ion, so 
the positive and negative ions can be closer 
together when lithium is involved in the 
ionic bond. So, that positive charge of the 
lithium nucleus makes a strong bond with 
negatively charged ions. Cesium, on the 
other hand, is rather large and has lots of 
electrons that shield the nucleus from nega-
tive ions. So, even though cesium loses an 
electron more easily than lithium, it forms 
weaker bonds with negative ions than does 
lithium. In other words, the Pauling scale 
of electronegativity doesn’t tell the whole 
story. To get the entire story, you need to 
include the radius, or size, of the involved 
atoms. See Figure 4.10.8

8 There is an electronegativity scale, called the Allred-Rochow scale, which does take the radii of 
the atoms into account. Chemists rely on this scale more than on the Pauling scale. As I said, 
though, the Pauling scale is most often used in textbooks, so that’s the one I’ve used here. Better 
for you to understand why the scale included in an introductory chemistry text doesn’t tell the 
whole story than to use a scale here that won’t translate to your use of a text.

When a small atom bonds with a large atom, the 
electric attraction is strong because the charges 
are close together.

When a large atom bonds with a large atom, the 
electric attraction is weak because the charges are 
farther apart.

Figure 4.10
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 Therefore, when you mix the original salts, the stronger bond of lithium fl uoride 

will naturally form more readily than other bonds. The cesium and iodine left 
over will go ahead and form their own ionic bond, though it is a weak bond. 
Chemists often refer to hard ionic bonds and soft ionic bonds. The hard bonds 
have a large electronegativity difference plus an advantage in the relative size 
department and the soft bonds have a smaller electronegativity difference and 
a disadvantage in the relative size department. In chemical reactions, the hard 
bonds always dominate over the soft bonds.

4. In the beginning of this chapter, you learned that putting table salt, or sodium 
chloride, into water causes the sodium and chloride ions to separate. The reason 
they do this is that water is a polar molecule, with one side positive and the 
other negative (remember, it’s a polar covalent bond). The positive sides of the 
water molecules surround the negative side of the salt molecule (the chloride 
ion) and the negative sides of water molecules surround the positive side of 
the salt molecule (the sodium ion). In this way, the salt dissolves in water. Figure 
4.11 (p. 73) illustrates what happens. The polar nature of water molecules makes 
water a useful solvent for many types of molecules.

Figure 4.11
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Figure 4.12

Two separate hydrogen atoms, 
each with one valence electron.

Two hydrogens sharing their 
valence electrons.

5. Perhaps you recall from the chemistry course you took in high school some-
thing called the Lewis dot formula, or just the electron-dot representation. 
In this representation, atoms are shown with little dots all around them, 
and there are rules for what happens to the dots when atoms combine. My 
wife recalls this in particular as one of those things she had to memorize 
in chemistry but had zero understanding of what she was doing. Well, the 
electron-dot representation is pretty simple if viewed in terms of what valence 
electrons are doing. For example, Figure 4.12 shows two Hs, which represent 
two hydrogen atoms, each with one dot near the H. The dot represents the 
single valence electron possessed by a hydrogen atom. When you combine 
the two atoms, they form a covalent bond, sharing their valence electrons. 
This covalent bond is represented by both dots being between the Hs.

 All other atoms are represented with up to eight dots around the letters, rep-
resenting up to eight valence electrons. A few electron-dot representations for 
single atoms and for combinations of atoms are shown in Figure 4.13.

Two separate nitrogen atoms, each with 
three empty slots in its outer shell.

The noble gas neon with a completely 
fi lled outer shell.

A nitrogen molecule with two nitrogen 
atoms sharing six electrons.

Figure 4.13
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 So, those dots shouldn’t be mysterious. They simply represent valence elec-

trons, and as we now know, valence electrons and their interactions are at 
the heart of most chemical reactions.
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Chapter  
5

Balancing Act

W
e now know enough about atoms and how they combine to investi-
gate a number of different chemical reactions. We’ll even be able to 
represent those reactions with symbols that tell us how many of each 

kind of atom we begin with and how many of each kind we end up with. This is 
a powerful tool, and fi nally gets us to the point of improving upon Empedocles’ 
elements of earth, fi re, air, and water. Before we begin, though, I want to impress 
upon you how much time and effort went into developing the models we’re 
going to use. In this chapter, I’m going to give you molecular formulas for all 
kinds of substances. Those formulas don’t just come out of thin air, but rather 
represent tons of experiments, replications of experiments, and intense thought 
as to how the atoms in the Periodic Table come together and how we can decide 
what kinds of atoms and molecules are present in a situation. 
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Things to do before you read the science stuff
The fi rst activity I’m going to have you do is a repeat of an activity in the Stop 
Faking It! book on air, water, and weather. I’m repeating it because in addition 

to relating back to the burning of a match (Chapter 1 
of this book), it will serve as an example of just how 
much information we can get from a chemical equa-
tion that represents a chemical reaction. Get a votive 
candle, a small pan of water, and a glass that’s large 
enough to fi t over 
the candle but 
small enough in 
diameter that it 
will fi t inside the 
pan. Put about a 

centimeter’s depth of water in the pan and 
place the candle in the water. Clearly we don’t 
want so much water that it covers the candle 
(see Figure 5.1).

Now light the candle and place the glass 
upside down in the pan over the candle, as 
in Figure 5.2. As the candle goes out, you 
should notice that the water rises up inside 
the glass. Also notice that tiny water droplets 
form on the inside of the glass above the 
main water level.

The science stuff
Here’s the part where I pull a few molecular formulas out of thin air. It’s beyond 
the scope of this book to go into exactly how we know that the chemicals involved 
have the formulas given, or for that matter how we know that the chemicals I 
mention are the ones that are involved. I promise to go into such matters in the 
second chemistry book in the Stop Faking It! series. 

Before explaining the burning of a candle, I’m going to explain a slightly 
simpler burning process—that of burning the gas methane, which is the gas used 
in gas stoves, gas furnaces, and Bunsen burners. Whenever any substance burns, 
it combines with oxygen molecules and produces carbon dioxide and water. 
The molecular formula for oxygen is O

2
 (you already knew that), the molecular 

formula for methane is CH
4
 (one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms—maybe 

you didn’t know that), the molecular formula for water is H
2
O (two hydrogens 

Figure 5.1
votive candle

Figure 5.2
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and an oxygen—you knew that one too), and the molecular formula for carbon 
dioxide is CO

2
 (one carbon and two oxygens—you might have known that). I told 

you the chemical reaction is that molecules of oxygen combine with molecules 
of methane to produce molecules of carbon dioxide and molecules of water. 
We can represent that as follows:

(oxygen) + (methane)  (carbon dioxide) + (water)

This is a crude form of what is known as a chemical equa-
tion. It doesn’t have an equals sign, so you might be wondering 
why it’s an equation. I’ll explain that in a bit. First, you need 
to know a bit of terminology. The things on the left of this 
relationship are called the reactants and the things on the 
right are called the products. Sorta makes sense, because the 
things on the left react with each other to produce the things on 
the right. 

(oxygen) + (methane)  (carbon dioxide) + (water)

        Reactants  Products

Next I’m going to replace the names of the chemicals with their molecular 
formulas, as in 

O2 + CH4  CO2 + H2O  

Coeffi cients and subscripts.  I’ve sort of explained this along the way, but it 
might help to summarize here. We use subscripts to show how many of each 
kind of atom are in a molecule. CO2 has one carbon atom and two oxygen atoms. 
A number (the coeffi cient) in front of a molecular formula indicates how many 
molecules you have. 2CO2 is two molecules of carbon dioxide and 5CO2 is fi ve 
molecules of carbon dioxide. 

This doesn’t accurately represent the reaction, though. If you’ll notice, there 
are two oxygen atoms on the left and three oxygen atoms on the right. Also, 
there are four hydrogen atoms on the left and only two  hydrogen atoms on 
the right. Did two of the hydrogen atoms combine and form an oxygen atom? 
Nope. Chemists discovered a long time ago that, in normal chemical reactions, 
matter is neither created nor destroyed. Hydrogen atoms have a lot less mass 
than oxygen atoms (just look at their molecular masses in the Periodic Table), 
so in order for two hydrogens to turn into one oxygen, we would have had to 
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generate matter in the process. The fact that matter is neither created 
nor destroyed in chemical reactions is known as the Law of con-
servation of mass.1 Mass is a measure of how much matter you 
have, which is why the word mass is in that law. 

In order to alter our reaction so that we aren’t creating or destroy-
ing matter, we have to balance the reaction, or develop a balanced 
equation. In order to do that, we just have to make sure that there 

are equal numbers of like atoms on either side. Balancing an equation is a puzzle 
that is often easy to solve, but sometimes diffi cult. I chose an easy one to start 
with. We have

O2 + CH4  CO2 + H2O  

Let’s just look at the hydrogen atoms. If we had two water molecules on the 
right, that would make four hydrogens on the right and four hydrogens on the 
left, which would balance out the hydrogen atoms, so let’s do that.

O2 + CH4  CO2 + 2H2O  

Notice that all I did was put a 2 out in front of the water, indicating two 
water molecules. Because each water molecule has two hydrogen atoms, we now 
have four hydrogen atoms on the left and four on the right, so that’s good. Our 
oxygen atoms are still out of whack, though. There are two oxygen atoms on the 
left and four on the right (two in the carbon dioxide and two in the two water 
molecules). Easily fi xed. All we have to do is multiply the oxygen molecule on 
the left by 2, as in

2O2 + CH4  CO2 + 2H2O  

Now we have four oxygens on the left and four on the right, and the same 
number of each kind of atom on each side. Our equation is balanced. The fact 
that the number of each kind of atom on each side is the same is why we can 
refer to this as an equation. For completeness, I should write this equation as 
you often will see it, which is with parentheses to the right of each molecule 
indicating whether it’s in a gaseous state (we use the letter g), dissolved in water 
(we use aq for “aqueous”), or a solid state (we use the letter s).

1 This is a tiny lie. A very small amount of matter actually changes into energy in the form of heat during 
this reaction, which is why that methane burning in your gas stove gives off heat. This transformation 
of matter into energy is described by Einstein’s theory of relativity, and we’re not going to get into that 
here. For chemical reactions, the change in mass is so tiny that we can safely ignore it.
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2O2 (g) + CH4 (g)  CO2 (g) + 2H2O (g) 

The reason there’s a g by the water is that this normally shows up as water 
vapor. That water vapor might very well condense into liquid form later. I 
should also mention that when you burn methane gas with your stove, you 
are involving many more than two oxygen molecules and one methane mol-
ecule. This chemical equation is therefore representative of what happens on 
a large scale.

As a double check on whether or not you have balanced an equation, you can 
make a list of the number of each kind of atom on the left and compare with the 
number of each kind of atom on the right. If the numbers come out the same, 
you’re good to go. Here’s that check for the equation we just balanced.

 Left Right

 oxygen  4 oxygen  4

 carbon 1 carbon  1

 hydrogen  4 hydrogen  4

Take a moment.  Before we go on, it’s worthwhile to pause and refl ect on what 
we’re doing. We are using the concept of atoms and molecules to describe a 
process in which one invisible substance (methane) combines with another 
invisible substance (oxygen) to form a third invisible substance (carbon dioxide) 
and a fourth invisible substance (water vapor). We know how many of each kind of 
molecule is involved. That’s pretty remarkable, not so much that we can describe 
invisible things, but that this kind of representation has far-reaching power for 
understanding our world—even beyond the ideas of earth, air, fi re, and water.

Let’s move on to the candle you burned. When a candle burns, oxygen in the 
air combines with the paraffi n in the candle. This produces carbon dioxide and 
water, just as with the burning of methane. The molecular formula for paraffi n 
is C

28
H

58
, meaning that paraffi n has 28 carbon atoms and 58 hydrogen atoms (big 

molecule!). We can represent the burning of paraffi n as follows:

(oxygen) + (paraffi n)  (carbon dioxide) + (water)

Substituting the molecular formulas gives

O2 + C28H58  CO2 + H2O

Clearly we don’t have a balanced equation, so we have to start messing around 
with the numbers of molecules. For starters, let’s try balancing the number of 
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carbon and hydrogen atoms. There are 28 carbon atoms on the left and 58 hy-
drogen atoms on the left, so we’ll just multiply our carbon dioxide molecules 
on the right by 28 and our water molecules on the right by 29 (there are two 
hydrogens in a water molecule).

O2 + C28H58  28CO2 + 29H2O

This balances the carbon and hydrogen atoms, so let’s look at the oxygen 
atoms. On the right, we currently have 56 oxygen atoms from the carbon di-
oxide molecules and 29 oxygen atoms from the water molecules, for a total of 
85 oxygen atoms. At a glance we can tell that this won’t work, because 85 is an 
odd number. The only oxygen atoms on the left are in the oxygen molecules, 
and with two atoms per molecule, any number of oxygen atoms on the left will 
always be an even number. So … let’s try multiplying our 29 water molecules on 
the right by two, giving us 58 total, as in

O2 + C28H58  28CO2 + 58H2O

That’s going to give us an even number of oxygen atoms on the right, so that 
might work. Before simply balancing out the oxygen molecules at this point, 
though, notice that we now have 116 hydrogen atoms on the right (58 water 
molecules that contain two hydrogen atoms each) and only 58 hydrogen atoms 
on the left. To balance the hydrogen atoms, we can multiply the number of 
paraffi n molecules on the left by two.

O2 + 2C28H5  28CO2 + 58H2O

Okay. Now the hydrogen atoms are balanced, but the carbon atoms aren’t. 
There are 56 carbons on the left and only 28 on the right. We can fi x that by 
multiplying the carbon dioxide molecules on the right by 2 (2 times 28 is 56).

O2 + 2C28H58  56CO2 + 58H2O

We’re almost there. 56 carbon atoms on the left and 56 carbon atoms on the 
right. 116 hydrogen atoms on the left and 116 hydrogen atoms on the right. The 
only problem is the oxygen atoms. There are 2 oxygens on the left and 170 oxy-
gens on the right (112 from the carbon dioxide and 58 from the water). Because 
2 times 85 equals 170, we just have to multiply the oxygen molecule on the left 
by 85, ending up with

85O2 + 2C28H58  56CO2 + 58H2O
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The equation is now balanced. Why does it have to be balanced? Because you 

don’t create or destroy atoms in a chemical reaction. All you do is rearrange the 
atoms to form different molecules. 

I should point out that there are lots of oxygen, paraffi n, carbon dioxide, 
and water molecules hanging around the apparatus for our activity. Not all of 
them get involved in the chemical reaction. For example, only a small portion 
of the paraffi n in the candle burns, and not all of the oxygen molecules inside 
the glass are involved in that burning. The chemical equation we have above 
only applies to the molecules that actually get involved in the reaction and, 
once again, this reaction is only representative of the molecules that do interact. 
Clearly millions of molecules are involved, not just 85 oxygen molecules and 2 
paraffi n molecules. 

I told you that the balanced equation could give us information about why the 
water rises up inside the glass after the candle fl ame goes out, and it does. For 
every 85 oxygen molecules removed from the air, you get 56 carbon dioxide mol-
ecules back in the air, and 58 water molecules. Now, if all those water molecules 
end up as water vapor (a gas), then that means we get an increase in gas molecules 
inside the glass (for every 85 oxygen molecules removed you get 56 carbon dioxide 
molecules plus 58 water vapor molecules produced). That’s not what happens, 
though. It turns out that, as soon as you get a short distance from the fl ame, a 
substantial number of the water molecules produced end up as liquid water rather 
than water vapor (check for water droplets on the inside of the glass). So, there is 
a net reduction in the number of gas molecules inside the glass. This reduces the 
air pressure inside the glass, allowing the outside air to push the water up into 
the glass.2 Earth, air, water, and fi re couldn’t have predicted that result!

Why balance equations? I just gave you one example of how it’s useful to 
balance chemical equations, but maybe I can paint a bigger picture. When you 
make s’mores, you know that you need, say, four squares of chocolate, two 
marshmallows, and two graham crackers per s’more. If you want to make 20 
s’mores, then you know exactly how many marshmallows, chocolate squares, 
and graham crackers you need. If you are, instead of making s’mores, making a 
certain kind of plastic, then it’s useful to know how much of each kind of molecule 
will create how much of your product. So, you are answering the question, “How 
much of this and how much of that will produce what I want?”

2 No, the water isn’t “sucked” into the glass, but rather pushed by a difference in pressure. See the 
Stop Faking It! book on air, water, and weather for a thorough discussion of air pressure differences 
and how they apply to this particular activity. 
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More things to do before you read more science stuff
For this section, you can either repeat activities from Chapter 1 or just remember 
what happened there. I’m talking about mixing baking soda and vinegar and 
heating Epsom salts. To refresh your memory, one reaction fi zzes a lot, and the 
other sputters, resulting in a weight loss. If you don’t know which is which, you 
really ought to review Chapter 1!

More science stuff
I explained these two reactions using the four elements of Empedocles, and if you 
recall, using early models of the atom to explain the results paled in comparison 
to what we could explain using the four elements of earth, water, air, and fi re. Our 
new improved model of chemical reactions will prove to be much more useful. 

Baking soda, or sodium bicarbonate, has a molecular formula of NaHCO
3
. 

Each molecule of baking soda has one sodium atom, one hydrogen atom, one 
carbon atom, and three oxygen atoms. Vinegar, also known as acetic acid, has a 
molecular formula of HC

2
H

3
O

2
, so each molecule of vinegar has four hydrogen 

atoms, two carbon atoms, and two oxygen atoms.3 When you bring these two 
together, a hydrogen atom from the vinegar jumps over to the bicarbonate molecule, 
and a sodium atom from the bicarbonate jumps over to replace the fi rst hydrogen 
atom in the vinegar (yes, electronegativity values explain why this happens). You 
end up with a salt known as sodium acetate and another acid known as carbonic 
acid. Here’s the chemical equation, fi rst in words and then in symbols:

vinegar  +  sodium bicarbonate  sodium acetate + carbonic acid

HC2H3O2 + NaHCO3  NaC2H3O2 + H2CO3

It turns out we don’t have to do any balancing, as the numbers of atoms are 
equal on each side. The story’s not done yet, though. The carbonic acid further 
undergoes a chemical reaction, separating into carbon dioxide and water. 

carbonic acid  carbon dioxide + water

H2CO3  CO2 + H2O

3 In case you’re wondering why all the hydrogen atoms in the formula for vinegar aren’t grouped 
together, as in H

4
, that’s because it’s traditional to write the formula for acids in a special way that 

indicates the hydrogen atom they release easily. In fact, the easy release of hydrogen atoms is what 
makes such molecules acids, but you’ll have to wait for the second chemistry book for a detailed 
discussion of acids and bases.
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Again, we’re balanced from the start. We’ve also explained the fi zzing. We produce 

carbon dioxide gas, which bubbles up and escapes the liquid. This is much more 
detailed than saying that the original reactants contained a bit of earth, air, and water, 
but in a way it’s quite similar. The water and carbon dioxide were sort of contained 
in the original reactants, and we just moved a few atoms around in order for them 
to appear. Maybe those Greek philosophers weren’t so dumb after all. 

On to the heating of Epsom salts, which turns out to be quite simple. Epsom 
salts as you get them from the store contain a salt, magnesium sulfate, with a 
bunch of water molecules attached. We write that as

MgSO4·7H2O

The MgSO
4
 is the magnesium sulfate, and the (·) indicates that there are seven 

water molecules attached to each magnesium sulfate.4 When you heat Epsom 
salts, you gradually remove water molecules from the molecules. The sputtering 
you see is those water molecules becoming water vapor (the gaseous form of 
water), which is the same thing that happens when you heat a pan of water and 
the water gradually “disappears.” And now we have explained the weight loss 
you observed. As you remove more and more water molecules from the Epsom 
salts, they weigh less. Simple, huh?

Even more things to do before you read even more 
science stuff
Get that track and marble you used in 
Chapter 3, and create the shape shown 
in Figure 5.3.

Place the marble in the upper trough. 
Move the marble until it falls into the 
lower trough. Now answer a simple ques-
tion: What did you have to do in order to 
get the marble to gravitate to that trough 
of lower energy? Did you add energy to 
the marble or take it away?

4 There are all sorts of rules for naming various combinations of atoms, leading to names like 
sulfi de, sulfate, and carbonate. You can fi nd those rules in any chemistry textbook, so I won’t 
spend time discussing them here. 

Figure 5.3
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Even more science stuff

That was a pretty simple question. You had to add energy to the marble in 
order for it to be in position to head to the lower trough, which is at a lower 
overall energy level. The same sort of thing happens in chemical reactions. You 
had to add energy in the form of heat to remove the water from the Epsom 
salts. At minimum, you had to exert energy to mix the baking soda and vinegar 
so they would react. You have to add energy in the form of striking a match 
before the match burns, and you have to add the heat from the burning match 
in order for the paraffi n in a candle to burn. Many other reactions require an 
input of heat to get the reaction “over the hump” so it can take place without 
any more input of energy. Many chemical reactions in cooking require this 
input of heat. If you just mix together the ingredients for a cake and don’t 
put them in the oven, not much is going to happen.

Once you add a certain amount of energy, called the 
activation energy, to reactants, they are in position to get 
together and move to an overall lower energy. Remember, all 
physical systems tend toward the lowest energy possible. That’s 
what’s happening in chemical reactions, but you usually have to 
add energy fi rst in order for the natural process to occur. This is 
probably a good thing, because it would be a strange world if all 
chemical reactions occurred spontaneously. You couldn’t store 
baking soda and vinegar in the same pantry, because they would 

fi nd a way to get together and produce sodium acetate, carbon dioxide, and 
water. Matches would light themselves. Not good.

Chapter Summary
l We can represent chemical reactions with “equations” that have molecular 

formulas for the reactants on the left and molecular formulas for products 
on the right.

l Balancing chemical equations is the process of making sure there are the same 
number of each kind of atom on the left and right. The law of conservation 
of mass tells us this relationship must hold true in any reaction.

l Balancing chemical equations allows us to determine how much of each 
reactant reacts with other reactants to produce a given amount of product. 
A balanced equation can provide insight into physical processes.

l Balanced chemical equations are only representative of the entire chemical 
reaction taking place.

l Some chemical reactions take place spontaneously, but most require an input 
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of energy, called the activation energy, for the reaction to proceed.

l A catalyst can facilitate a chemical reaction by lowering the activation energy 
for the reaction. Catalysts are not considered as fi nal products of a reaction. 
They help a reaction proceed, but do not alter the fi nal outcome other than 
the speed of the reaction.

Applications
1. Many chemical reactions require an input of energy in order 

to proceed. It’s a matter of getting over the “energy hump” so 
the reaction can take place. You can do this by adding heat, for 
example. Another way is to add a different chemical, known as 
a catalyst, which speeds up the process of getting over the 
energy hump. Actually, the catalyst involves the reactants in a 
separate reaction that provides an alternative, and lower, energy 
hump to cross. Figure 5.4 shows an energy diagram for a reaction 
with and without a catalyst present. 
The nice thing about catalysts is 
that, although they make it easier 
for a reaction to occur, they them-
selves remain unchanged during 
the process and lead to the exact 
same products the reaction would 
have without the catalyst.

2.  You undoubtedly know that pho-
tosynthesis is the process by which 
plants convert the Sun’s energy to 
food in the form of sugars. Plants 
create their own food this way, 
and it’s what makes plants a good 
thing to eat in order to survive. 
Something else happens during 
photosynthesis, and it’s described 
by the following equation:

carbon dioxide + water  sugar + oxygen

CO2 + H2O  C6H12O6 + O2

Figure 5.4

time

energy
uncatalyzed reaction

catalyzed reaction
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A quick glance at this equation will tell you it’s not a balanced equation. 
We don’t know how much of each molecule is involved in the reaction. The 
balanced equation turns out to be

6CO2 + 6H2O  C6H12O6 + 6O2

What does this balanced equation tell us? That during photosynthesis, 
plants use carbon dioxide molecules and produce an equal number of oxygen 
molecules. This is what makes plants so useful to us other than as a food 
source. Because humans and other animals use oxygen and produce carbon 
dioxide, it’s good to have plants that exchange carbon dioxide for an equal 
amount of oxygen. If the balanced equation showed that plants produced 
very little oxygen for a given amount of carbon dioxide, they wouldn’t be 
nearly as useful in replenishing the supply of oxygen in the atmosphere, and 
human life might be diffi cult to sustain. 

3.  I left something out of the balanced equation for photosynthesis. I neglected 
to include the energy required to make the reaction happen. A better descrip-
tion of the reaction is:

6CO2 + 6H2O + energy  C6H12O6 + 6O2

The amount of energy required to get this reaction to go forward is enormous. 
Where does that energy come from? The Sun—an essentially endless supply of 
energy. You go, Sun.
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Chapter  
6

Organic, Dude

T
he word organic has lots of meanings in everyday life. Organic vegetables 
are ones grown without pesticides and organic beef comes from cattle 
that haven’t been given antibiotics. When it comes to chemistry, organic 

sometimes means you are talking about living or once-living creatures. It also 
means something else, and you’re about to fi nd out what that is.
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Things to do before you read the science stuff
Still have different-sized marshmallows around (Chapter 2)? Since there’s only so 
many marshmallows you can roast over the stove, the answer is probably yes. And 

if those marshmallows are a bit stale, that’s fi ne. Gather 
your marshmallows and a box of toothpicks. Break a num-
ber of the toothpicks in half. Stick a half-toothpick into 
one of the small marshmallows as shown in Figure 6.1.

This represents a hydrogen atom, and the half-tooth-
pick indicates that, because hydrogen has a half-empty 1s 
shell, there is an opportunity for hydrogen to connect to 
another atom. 

Build another hydrogen atom-marshmallow, complete 
with half-toothpick. Now pretend these two hydrogen atoms happen to meet at 
a party. We already know that hydrogen atoms can share electrons in a covalent 
bond, so simulate that by removing the half-toothpicks from the marshmallows 
and connecting the two hydrogens with a whole toothpick as shown in Figure 
6.2. This represents the two hydrogen atoms sharing electrons so as to have 
complete energy levels—sort of. 

Figure 6.1

Figure 6.2
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Now create a new marshmallow atom by placing two half-toothpicks in a 

large marshmallow, as shown in Figure 6.3. Once you’ve done that, create about 
four more of these atoms, along with another half dozen hydrogen atoms (small 
marshmallows with half-toothpicks extending from them.

 The second kind of atom you have is supposed to be oxygen. 
This represents oxygen because there are two spaces (empty slots 
in an outer shell) where other atoms can connect.1 Connect your 
hydrogen and oxygen atoms together in as many ways as you 
can. The bonds between these atoms are covalent, so you have to 
remove the half-toothpicks and replace with one whole toothpick 
when you make a connection to indicate the sharing of electrons. 
Remember that when two oxygen atoms get together, they often 
use both open slots in bonding together. Figure 6.4 shows a few 
possible connections.

Figure 6.3

Figure 6.4

1 You might be wondering why we’ve drawn the oxygen atom with the toothpicks at the angle they 
are. The reason is based on how the probability distributions for the electrons in oxygen interact. 
You’ll just have to trust that this is how those probability distributions end up when oxygen bonds 
with other atoms. Yeah, it’s quantum mechanics again!
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How many different shapes of molecules can you create? Some, but not all 
that many. Take note of these different shapes so you can compare with what 
you create next.

Time to create a new atom—carbon. Take a large marshmallow and place four 
half-toothpicks in the marshmallow, as shown in Figure 6.5. This is a little tricky, 
because the probability distributions for electrons in carbon dictate that each 

distribution is equidistant from the distribution near-
est it. Give it your best shot, because this accurately 
represents how carbon interacts with other atoms. 

Create about a dozen of these four-toothpick (actu-
ally half-toothpick) atoms. Then use these, in com-
bination with the marshmallow atoms you created 
earlier, to develop new molecules. Feel free to add 
more of the hydrogen atoms as needed. And that’s 
why they have so many marshmallows in a bag!

How many different molecule shapes can you cre-
ate now that you have the four-toothpick molecule? 
Limited only by your imagination, huh? 

The science stuff
The marshmallow with the four toothpicks represents an atom of carbon. Car-

bon has four empty slots in its outer shell, and that makes carbon special. With 
four available slots to which other atoms can connect, carbon atoms can form 
all sorts of molecules, from simple ones such as methane to complicated ones 
such as 2,2,4-trimethylpentane, (CH

3
)
2
CHCH

2
C(CH

3
)
3
, also known as isooctane, 

which is 100 octane gasoline.2 Various possibilities of carbon bonding with other 
atoms are shown in Figure 6.6 (p. 91). The letters stand for different atoms, such 
as H for hydrogen, C for carbon, and O for oxygen. One dash means a single 
covalent bond (sharing one electron from each atom) and two dashes indicate a 

double covalent bond (sharing two electrons from each atom). Note that 
the drawings in Figure 6.6 are “fl at” illustrations that don’t reveal the 
three-dimensional structure of each molecule. Also, please realize that 
the molecule on the bottom right is supposed to be a joke—quit looking 
on the Periodic Table for an element with the symbol A. 

Molecules involving carbon are so important, the study of them has 
its own branch of chemistry known as organic chemistry. If you’ve 
ever taken a course in organic chemistry, you know that the chemical 

Figure 6.5

2 Just for fun, try balancing the burning of isooctane with oxygen to form CO2 and H2O.
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reactions can get somewhat complicated, and it can seem like there are fi ve mil-
lion things to memorize, the most diffi cult of which can be the names of all the 
different molecules. Suffi ce to say we won’t get into the subject that heavily here, 
and also suffi ce to say that there is a way of approaching organic chemistry so the 
memorization is at a minimum. Okay, okay, it’s seldom taught with a minimum 
of memorization, but that’s another story. 

More things to do before you read more science stuff
Get an empty 2-liter bottle and head to the store and get a small box of borax, 
cleverly disguised as 20 Mule Team Borax, or other similar name. Also get a small 
bottle of white glue (not washable glue). Fill the 2-liter bottle with water and add 
about four tablespoons of borax. Shake this up and set it aside. In a separate 
container, mix about a quarter cup of school glue with an equal amount of water 

Figure 6.6

Methane Ethane

Butane Acetic Acid

Ethyl Alcohol Laughing Gas
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and stir. Notice the consistency of the glue solution and of the borax solution, 
because these are going to change dramatically. 

Using an eye dropper or pipette, add small amounts at a time of boric acid 
solution to the glue solution, stirring as you go. Stop when you have some-
thing that resembles the material that comes in a plastic egg that you can buy 
at the toy store. 

More science stuff
The molecules involved in what you just created are a wee bit complicated, but 
the reaction is instructive as to what kinds of things you can do in organic chem-
istry. First, though, some terminology. Many organic molecules are composed 
of repeating structures. The base structure is called a monomer and the chain 

of repeating structures is called a polymer. Makes sense, because 
polymer is a Greek word that means “many parts.” The glue solu-
tion you used is a complicated mixture of molecules, but we can 
concentrate on the main ingredients. The fi rst main ingredient is 
a polymer known as polyvinyl alcohol. It might be more instruc-
tive to write this as poly-(vinyl alcohol), since the base structure is 
the molecule vinyl alcohol, with a molecular formula of C

2
H

4
O. 

Polyvinyl alcohol can then be written as [C
2
H

4
O]

n
, where the n 

can stand for any number greater than one, indicating that the base structure 
repeats many times. 

Attached to the polyvinyl alcohol in glue is another polymer known as polyvinyl 
acetate, which has a molecular formula of [C

4
H

6
O

2
]
n
. The vinyl acetate is the stuff 

that makes the glue a good adhesive once it dries. You didn’t let it dry, though. 
Instead, you added another molecule to the picture—sodium tetraborate (this is 
the borax and water mixture you made). The formula for sodium tetraborate is 
Na

2
B

4
O

7
, with two sodium atoms, four boron atoms, and seven oxygen atoms. The 

key parts of this molecule for the activity you did are the seven oxygen atoms. 
The way sodium tetraborate is put together, the oxygen atoms readily form a 
covalent bond with any hydrogen atoms that might be around. The two poly-
mers, polyvinyl alcohol and polyvinyl acetate, are loaded with hydrogen atoms. 
What happens, then, is that the sodium tetraborate links together the polymers 
in the glue solution. This is called cross-linking. The glue solution, with its 
collection of polymers, is a lot like a box of separate metal chains that are free to 
move around. The sodium tetraborate links these chains together, so you end up 
with something like chain mail.3 All the separate chains are glommed together, 
just like your fi nal product when mixing glue and sodium tetraborate. 

3 I’m referring here to what medieval warriors used to wear, not one of those letters you have to 
answer and send out to other people or your cat will die.
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Maybe right now you’re asking, “So what?” Why care about making something 

rubbery out of glue? Well, the reason you might care is that a process similar 
to this is how we make all kinds of plastics and synthetic fabrics out of crude 
oil. It’s just a matter of linking together the long polymers that make up oil in 
special ways. 

Even more things to do before you read even more 
science stuff
I know that about now you’re wondering when you’re going to do an activity 
and then be able to eat the product of the activity. We aim to please. Following 
is a recipe for taffy.

Ingredients: 

2 cups light corn syrup
1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons vinegar
2 teaspoons butter
Flavoring (vanilla, mint, cinnamon, or whatever you want)
Food coloring (optional)
A small bit of extra butter
1 cup of cold water

Liberally butter a baking pan. Mix together all of the ingredients except the 
food coloring and fl avoring in a Tefl on or similarly coated pot. Take a small 
amount of this mixture and put it in a second, smaller pot. Set this aside. Begin 
heating the original mixture until it comes to a boil. Do not stir the mixture while 
it’s heating. Boil the mixture until a spoonful forms a ball when dropped in cold 
water (obviously, you have to keep testing it). If you have a candy thermometer, 
just boil until the mixture reaches a temperature of 250 degrees Fahrenheit. DO 
NOT HEAT THE MIXTURE BEYOND THIS TEMPERATURE. Pour the mixture 
into that buttered baking pan and add food coloring and fl avoring if you want. 
Mix with a spatula and keep mixing until the mixture is cool enough to touch. 
Coat your hands with butter, take a handful of the mixture out of the pan, and 
begin pulling it into long strands, bunching it up, and pulling it into long strands 
again. Keep pulling on all the mixture for about fi ve minutes (easier if you have 
helpers). Once it becomes almost impossible to pull, it’s done. Form it into small 
pieces and wrap each one in waxed paper. Eat or sell on the street corner. 

Still have that small bit of mixture in the other pot? Heat this up just as you 
did the large mixture, but heat it beyond the point where it forms a ball when 
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dropped in cold water (heat it beyond 250 degrees). Remove from the heat and 
pour it into that buttered baking pan that’s now empty. Let it cool, and then check 
whether or not you can pull it like you did the other stuff. Most likely not. 

Even more science stuff
Making taffy is a great application of organic chemistry. The two main ingre-
dients—corn syrup and sugar—are long-chain organic polymers. Corn syrup is 
composed of the molecule glucose, and table sugar is composed of the molecule 
sucrose. When you heat up these polymers, they, along with the butter,4 break 
apart some of their old bonds and form new ones, creating a brand new polymer 
which is the taffy you eat. When you pull on the taffy, you stretch out these 
polymers into long strands that are easier to chew. And by the way, manufactur-
ers go through a similar process in stretching polyesters into long threads that 
are used in fashion nightmares. 

Okay, what about the mixture that you heated above 250 degrees? What you 
got out of that was a hard candy—still tasty but not the consistency of taffy. 
These high temperatures lead to longer, dehydrated (water molecules removed) 
polymers known as “char.” These longer char polymers are crystalline in nature, 
which makes for hard candy.

Chapter Summary
l Carbon atoms play a special role in chemistry because their four bonding sites 

make it possible to form many kinds of molecules with carbon as the base 
atom. The study of carbon-based chemistry is known as organic chemistry.

l Because crude oil is carbon-based, many of the products we use everyday 
come from crude oil.

l A single base molecule of a long-chain molecule is called a monomer. The 
long-chain molecule is called a polymer.

l The long-chain nature of polymers, and cross-linking between polymers, 
enables many different products to be formed with polymers.

Applications
1. We use crude oil for lots of things, from plastics to synthetic fabrics to 

gasoline. When you go to the gas pump, you’ll notice that different grades 
of gas have different octane ratings. Because octane is an organic molecule 

4 Butter is also composed of special organic molecules known as esters.
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that burns quite well, you might expect that the octane rating on a grade 
of gasoline tells you how much actual octane is in the mixture. Well, you 
would be wrong if you expected that. The octane rating tells how effi ciently 
the gasoline grade burns compared to the burning of octane. If the gasoline 
burns equally as effi ciently as octane, it has an octane rating of 100. Obvi-
ously, then, since octane ratings of gasoline are from the mid ‘80s to the 
mid ‘90s, gasoline is not as effi cient as pure octane. 

2. Back in Chapter 1, I talked about the Greek philosopher Lucretius and his 
theory of how humans smell. It involved atoms of different shapes fi tting 
into similarly shaped pores in the nose. Our current understanding of 
smell is not that different. First, most but not all molecules that we detect 
with our sense of smell are organic molecules. Organic molecules come 
in specifi c shapes, and the molecules in the nose also have specifi c shapes. 
One refers to these specially shaped molecules in the nose as receptor sites. 
When the molecules released from something like, say, vanilla 
beans reach the nose, they only fi t into certain receptor sites, 
enabling us to identify different smells. Before they can get to 
these receptor sites, though, the molecules have to penetrate 
the mucous membranes contained in the nose. Because these 
membranes are mostly water, the molecules we smell have to 
be water soluble. If you refer back to Chapter 3, you’ll notice 
that water soluble molecules are polar, meaning they have parts 
that are more positive or negative than the rest of the molecule. 
Of course, this explanation of the sense of smell goes out the window when 
dealing with noxious gases such as hydrogen sulfi de (rotten egg gas). Even 
though they are not organic molecules, such gases are so highly reactive with 
other molecules that they have little trouble penetrating nasal membranes 
and messing with receptor sites in the nose.

3. The fact that carbon so easily forms up to four covalent bonds with other 
molecules makes it perfect as the basis for a life form such as ours. Organic 
molecules readily mix and match and are able to transport energy needed 
for life. If you read or watch any science fi ction, you have undoubtedly 
come across the notion that the universe can support silicon-based, rather 
than carbon-based, life. Why would the science fi ction writers claim this? 
Just take a look at the Periodic Table and notice that silicon is right below 
carbon, meaning it has the same number of valence electrons and can form 
long-chain polymers, making it a good candidate for life’s building blocks. 

4. Many of the products we use are, in fact, silicon based. The caulking you 
use to seal up leaks is silicon based, as are those really bouncy rubber balls. 
There are other common uses of silicon, but I’ll leave those to you to fi gure 
out. This is a family book.
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What I haven’t covered
There are a number of traditional chemistry topics not covered in this book, 
which is why there will be a second book on chemistry in the Stop Faking It! 
series. Here are a few topics you can look forward to seeing in the book that 
follows this one.

l Acids and bases and the pH scale

l Nuclear chemistry, including radioactive decay

l More detail on the interaction of light with matter

l More detail on orbitals and how they affect the formation of molecules

l Moles, molality, normality, and the like

l More on organic chemistry

l Chemistry in the human body

l Thermodynamics

l Electrochemistry

l Equilibrium

l Reduction-oxidation reactions

l Catalysts
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activation energy. The input of energy required to cause a chemical reaction 
to take place. 

air. One of the four elements proposed by Empedocles. Also, a gas that is com-
posed primarily of nitrogen and oxygen molecules. Also, the stuff we breathe.

alpha particle. A helium nucleus that has been stripped of its electrons and 
therefore contains two protons and two neutrons. As such, alpha particles are 
positively charged. Also, the particle that all other particles look to for leader-
ship (think dogs).

atom. A tiny thing that has a positively charged nucleus surrounded by nega-
tively charged electrons. Elements are made up of only one kind of atom. Also, 
a tiny little guy who had his own comic book for a while.

atomic mass. A number, measured in atomic mass units, that when truncated 
gives the total number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of a specifi c atom. 
This number is not an integer because of naturally occurring isotopes.

atomic number. A number that tells you the number of protons in a 
specifi c atom.

atomic weight. A term chemists used to use when they really meant atomic 
mass. You will still fi nd this term in use today. 

balanced equation. A chemical equation that has the same number of each 
type of atom on either side. Also, an equation that has its life together.

Bohr. A physicist who fi rst proposed a model of the atom that included discrete 
energy levels for electrons. 

catalyst. A chemical that helps a chemical reaction occur more easily or more 
rapidly, while not technically part of the reaction as a product or reactant. 

chemical equation. An equation that isn’t really an equation in the math-
ematical sense, that shows what reactants come together to produce certain 
products in a chemical reaction. 

conductor. Something that conducts electricity well. Metals are good con-
ductors. So are people who have the ability to get people where they need to 
go on a train.
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covalent bond. A bond between atoms in which the atoms share one or 
more electrons.

cross-linking. The process in which a group of molecules connects a bunch 
of long-chain polymers. What you do to succeed in a game of Red Rover. 

Democritus. A Greek philosopher who was one of the fi rst to come up with 
a theory of atoms.

diffraction grating. A device that separates light out into its individual 
frequencies.

earth. One of the four elements proposed by Empedocles. When capitalized, 
it’s the big round thing we live on. 

electric force. A force between different charges.

electromagnetic wave. A wave that is composed of changing electric and 
magnetic fi elds. Radio waves, microwaves, light, and x-rays are all electromagnetic 
waves. Also, what electrons use for surfi ng.

electron. A tiny little particle that mathematically has no size at all, and is 
negatively charged. We usually fi nd electrons attached to atoms.

electron shell. A somewhat diffuse location in an atom in which there is 
room for a specifi c number of electrons. Also, what electrons pull into when 
disturbed by goings on in current events.

electron shielding. The process by which outer electrons are shielded from 
the positive charge of the nucleus by electrons that are closer to the nucleus.

electronegativity. A number assigned to each kind of atom that gives an 
indication of how strongly the atom attracts electrons when bonding with other 
atoms. An electric current that gives off bad vibes.

element. A substance with specifi c properties that cannot be reduced to a 
more basic substance. Elements are composed of a single kind of atom. Also, a 
car designed for surfers.

Empedocles. A Greek philosopher who proposed that the universe is composed 
of four elements—earth, air, fi re, and water. His theory does a remarkably good 
job of explaining a number of physical observations. 

energy. A rather abstract concept that is important for understanding how 
electrons in atoms behave and for understanding various chemical reactions. 
Something you’re supposed to get from those bad-tasting gel packets you get 
at fi tness stores.

energy levels. A series of energy “slots” that are available to electrons in atoms, 
and which exist whether or not they contain electrons.
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fi re. One of the four elements proposed by Empedocles. Something Beavis 
likes to say. 

frequency. How often something happens. With waves, it’s a measure of how 
often the oscillations occur. 

inert gas. the name given to elements at the far right column of the Periodic 
Table. These elements have complete outer electron shells, and therefore don’t 
interact much with other elements. Hence, the label of inert. 

inner shell. An electron shell that is relatively close to the nucleus compared 
with the electron shells that are farther away from the nucleus. Of course, there 
actually must be outer shells in the atom for ones close to the nucleus to be 
called inner shells. 

insulator. A substance that does not conduct electricity very well. 

ion. An atom that contains extra electrons or has lost one or more electrons, 
and is thus charged rather than neutral.

ionic bond. A bond between different atoms in which an electron moves from 
one atom to the other, resulting in an electric force between the atoms.

isotope. An atom that has one or more “extra” (more than the usual number) neu-
trons in its nucleus. The extra neutrons do not change the identity of the atom.

Law of conservation of mass. The law that states that no mass is gained 
or lost in a chemical reaction. This is technically not true, but the gain or loss 
of mass in chemical reactions is so small that it is usually ignored. 

Lewis dot formula. A visual method of showing how many valence electrons 
are in an atom and how those valence electrons end up when bonds form.

mass. A measure of the inertia of something, or the amount of matter con-
tained in something. 

mass spectrometer. A device that can be used to measure the charge to 
mass ratio of charged particles. 

metal. A classifi cation of elements that conduct heat and electricity well, and 
also have other properties in common. Most of the elements in the Periodic Table 
are metals. Also, a type of music that takes getting used to for us old folks. 

Millikan. A physicist whose experiment successfully determined the charge 
on an electron.

molecular formula. A combination of element symbols and subscripts that 
tells how many of each kind of atom contribute to a given molecule.

molecular mass. The mass, in atomic mass units, of one molecule of a 
substance.
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molecular weight. The term chemists used to use instead of molecular mass, 
though it is still commonly used today.

monomer. The basic unit of a polymer.

neutral atom. An atom with an equal number of positive and negative charges.

neutron. A particle with no charge that is found in the nuclei of atoms and 
has approximately the same mass as a proton. Also, Jimmy’s last name.

noble gas. Another name for an inert gas. Also, the gas of kings and queens.

nonmetal. An element that does not have the properties of metals. These 
elements often have inferiority complexes because they are defi ned by what 
they are not.

nonpolar covalent bond. A covalent bond in which the distribution of 
shared electrons is such that the overall molecule does not have a preferred 
direction of charge.

nucleus. The concentrated center of an atom that consists of protons and 
usually neutrons. The base structure of the word nuclear. Note that there is no 
“u” between the c and the l in nuclear. 

orbital. The name given to the probability distribution associated with various 
electron energies in atoms. 

organic chemistry. The branch of chemistry that deals with the myriad of 
molecules that contain carbon. Also, chemistry done without pesticides. 

oscillation. Any periodic variation in time. 

outer shell. An electron shell that is farthest away from the nucleus in 
an atom. 

Pauli exclusion principle. A principle that states that no two electrons in 
an atom can have exactly the same set of quantum numbers.

Periodic Table. A large table that contains all of the elements and illustrates 
a number of patterns relating to the structure of atoms and the properties of 
elements. Also, the card table that comes out on holiday dinners when you need 
an extra place for the kids to sit. 

photosynthesis. The chemical process by which plants convert solar energy 
to food. 

polar covalent bond. A covalent bond in which the distribution of shared 
electrons results in an asymmetric charge distribution.

polymer. A molecule that consists of repeated basic units. Many mers. 
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probability distribution. A visual representation of the probability of fi nd-
ing something in various places. An especially useful tool in determining what 
electrons in atoms are doing. 

product. One of the molecules that results from a chemical reaction. Some-
thing you need if you’re going to make money on eBay. 

proton. A positively charged particle found in the nucleus of every atom. 

quantum mechanics. A mathematically based theory in physics that does 
a great job of explaining how things behave on an atomic level. Also, a group of 
people who are trained in repairing quanta (bad joke I learned in college).

quantum number. A number that describes various energy levels in atoms. 

reactant. One of the molecules that serve as the beginning point for a chemi-
cal reaction. Reactants go on the left in a chemical equation. 

Rutherford. A physicist who conducted an experiment that showed there was 
a concentrated positive charge in atoms. Also, Lumpy’s last name.

sea of electrons. An expression that describes how valence electrons behave in 
metals. They are shared by all the atoms in the metal and roam all over the place. 

shell. The energy level in an atom.

standing waves. The pattern that results at certain frequencies when waves 
are confi ned. Also, a name for one of the characters rejected for the fi lm Dances 
With Wolves when they realized waves weren’t involved in the fi lm. 

Thomson. The scientist who came up with a model of the atom that had posi-
tive and negative charges distributed evenly throughout the atom. 

valence electron. Any electron in the outer s or p energy levels. 

water. One of the four elements proposed by Empedocles. Something you pay 
a lot for if it comes in a plastic bottle. 
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to predict what kinds of bonds will form between atoms, 67

Elements, 6–7, 48–50, 98
classifi cation by properties of, 56
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Empedocles’ theory of, 5, 7, 75, 98
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Energy, 98
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diagram for oxygen, 47, 47, 51, 52
and pattern of elements in Periodic Table, 51–56, 54–55

Epsom salts, heating of, 3–4, 6, 83, 84
Esters, 94
Ethane, 91
Ethyl alcohol, 91
Expanding universe, 31

F
Fire, 1, 5, 5–6, 99
Fluorine, 53, 56, 65
Four element theory of Empedocles, 1, 5, 5–6, 12, 13
Frequency, 99

of emitted light, 22
of oscillations, 18, 20, 23

G
Gallium, 53
Gasoline octane ratings, 94–95
Gold, 56
Gravity, 13, 36

H
Hard ionic bonds, 72
Helium, 48, 52, 70
Hydrogen, 48, 50, 53, 55, 88
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I
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Ionic bonds, 61, 62, 63, 69, 99
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hard and soft, 72
between metals and nonmetals, 67

Ions, 60, 99
Isooctane, 90
Isotopes, 29, 29, 31, 50, 99

K
Krypton, 53, 54

L
Laser pen activity, 8–10
Law of conservation of mass, 78, 99
Lewis dot formula, 73, 73–74, 99
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colors of, 19, 19, 21–22
frequencies of, 22, 31
production by atoms, 22, 23–24, 24, 48, 57

Light waves, 21–22
Doppler effect with, 31

Lithium, 53, 55, 71
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Lucretius, 13, 95

M
Magnesium, 54, 56
Magnesium sulfate, 83
Magnetic fi eld, 24–26, 25, 27, 32
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